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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Next-generation Electrode Materials for Na- and Li-ion Batteries 

 

by 

 

Danielle Butts 

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2022 

Professor Bruce Dunn, Chair 

 

With climate change upon us, the development of energy storage technologies to increase 

the integration of renewable energy systems is critical. Thus, a variety of energy storage systems 

are required to meet the wide array of demands from grid-level storage to high-power, fast-

charging electric vehicles. This dissertation presents the introduction of novel Li- and Na-ion 

chemistries and materials systems for energy storage (Chapter 3 and 5) and demonstrates further 

development of full-cell chemistries for industrial applications (Chapter 4). In Chapter 3, we 

present a method for high-power electrode development from high ionic conductivity solid-state 

electrolytes in a model Na-ion system: Na-β alumina (NBA). The substitution of a redox active 

ion, Fe, for Al within the NBA structure enabled development of a high-power Na-ion battery 

electrode with 75% capacity retention at a 20C-rate. This work demonstrates a new avenue for 

materials research development in high-power materials design and improved interface 

compatibility of electrodes with solid state electrolytes. In Chapter 4, we present high-power Li-
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ion devices, which can deliver charge in a matter of minutes instead of hours, that could transform 

the electric vehicle market as well as consumer electronics and ‘internet-of-things’ (IOT) devices. 

The Nb2O5-based devices demonstrate the advantage of pseudocapacitive materials, those with 

capacitor-like kinetics, in full-cell battery systems. Energy storage devices with the demonstrated 

power-density capabilities are necessary to realize the clean energy goals of the upcoming decades 

and mark a significant step from lab-scale to practical applications. Finally, in Chapter 5, a 

combination of high-power and high-energy is demonstrated in amorphous sulfides: a-WSx and a-

TaSy. This is the first demonstration to date of high-power, amorphous materials for energy storage 

with evidence of multielectron, anionic redox. The development of amorphous sulfide materials 

highlights the advantage of amorphous over crystalline structures for multielectron, anionic redox 

reversibility as well as the importance of local atomic ordering compared with long-range order 

for fast charging capabilities. Taken together, the work presented here delivers pathways for future 

materials development and design in Na- and Li-ion battery systems from fundamental materials 

properties for high energy and high power to full-cell, prototype devices. 
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Figure 1-1. a) Gravimetric energy density and volumetric energy density of various battery technologies at the cell 

level indicating the maximum (next generation) and minimum (current technology) for each technology. b) 

Past and predicted trends in battery demand from 2005 to 2030, with more than 50% of the market expected to 

be dominated by LIB in 2030. LIB = Li-ion battery, SIB = sodium-ion battery, LSB = Li-S battery, SSB = 

solid-state battery, LAB = Li-air battery.2 Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature. 2 

Figure 2-1. Li-ion battery operating during discharge consisting of an anode, cathode, and electrolyte where Li-ions 

move back and forth through the ionically conducting liquid electrolyte and electrons move between the 

electrodes through external circuit.2 Reprinted with permission from Wiley. 6 

Figure 2-2. Electrochemical signatures of traditional Li-ion battery material LiFePO4 highlighting a-b) the voltage 

plateau upon galvanostatic cycling indicating a region of two-phase coexistence.6 Reproduced with permission 

from ECS. c) The sharp redox peak in cyclic voltammetry is also characteristic of a battery-like material that is 

diffusion limited.7 Reproduced with permission from ECS. 7 

Figure 2-3 a) Gravimetric discharge capacity as a function of discharge current density in LiFePO4 cathodes, 

highlighting the poor capacity retention with increasing rate.11 Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. b) 

Process of thermal runaway in Li-ion batteries which can be exacerbated by high-power operation.12 

Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. 9 

Figure 3-1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a) NAFO-0.75 900 °C precursor powder and 1400 °C 

fully crystallized powders of b) NAFO-0.52 and c) NAFO-0.75, highlighting the larger particle size and 

inhomogeneous character after 1400 °C heat treatment. 21 

Figure 3-2. Rietveld refinements of a) NAFO-0.52 and b) NAFO-0.75 powder diffractograms shown here are used 

to calculate the Fe site occupancy. 23 
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Figure 3-3. a) X-ray diffraction patterns for NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 with an un-doped β" pattern for 

reference.29 The absence of  peaks from a Fe-oxide phase confirms the complete substitution of Fe into the β" 

structure and slight shifts to lower 2𝜽 indicates an increasing lattice constant with the substitution of Fe for Al 

b) Crystal structure of NAFO-0.52 as determined by Rietveld refinement of the powder X-ray diffraction 

pattern, showing full occupancy of Na-ions. Na (yellow), O (gray), Al (blue), Fe (red). The β" structure with 

𝑹𝟑𝒎 space group consists of three ‘spinel’-like blocks of (Fe,Al)2O3 and three 2D conduction planes for Na-

ion diffusion. c) The Na-ion sites can be seen more clearly from the c-axis view. The Beevers-Ross (BR) sites 

are indicated by the yellow diamonds and the mid-oxygen (mO) sites are indicated by yellow triangles. These 

two lattice sites allow for Na-ions to rapidly migrate along the a-b conduction plane. 24 

Figure 3-4. a*-axis view of NAFO-0.52, showing the O3-Na bond used to calculate the conduction plane thickness. 

The calculated bond distances are outlined in Table 3-2. [Na (yellow), O (gray) Al (blue) Fe (red)] 26 

Figure 3-5. 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of NAFO-0.52, recorded at 298 K and evaluated with 4 Lorentzian shaped 

doublets. The Fe occupancy obtained from Mössbauer fitting closely matches Fe occupancy obtained through 

Rietveld refinement and suggests that Fe is in the 3+ valence state after synthesis. 28 

Figure 3-6. a) 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of NAFO-0.75 powder, recorded at 298 K and evaluated with an exact line 

shape full static Hamiltonian approach and b) and a hyperfine field distribution approach. The fittings utilized 

5 components: one paramagnetic doublet octahedral site (Oct-para), two identical octahedral sties with 

hyperfine field distributions (Oct-HFD), and two tetrahedral sites (Tet-1 and Tet-2). Due to the low resolution 

of the spectra and the complicated nature of magnetic interactions within the structure, site occupancy 

calculations were not possible. 29 

Figure 3-7. Electronic 𝝈el, bulk ionic 𝝈b,Na+ and grain boundary 𝝈gb,Na+ conductivities of a NAFO-0.52 sintered pellet 

with silver blocking electrodes were determined by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The EIS 

data was fit to the equivalent circuit shown in the inset giving 𝝈b,Na+  = 1.7 x 10-3 S cm-1, 𝝈gb = 1.2 x 10-7 S cm-

1, and 𝝈el = 1.5 x 10-7 S cm-1. 33 

Figure 3-8. Galvanostatic cycling from 2.5 to 0.2 V vs Na/Na+ of a) NAFO-0.52 and b) NAFO-0.75 composite 

electrodes at charge-discharge rates of 0.5C, 1C, 2C, 5C, 10C and 20C demonstrating high-rate capability and 

similar Na-ion insertion at slow rates (1.9 mol Na+, 66 mAh g-1 for NAFO-0.52 and 61 mAh g-1, 1.9 mol Na+ 

for NAFO-0.75). The capacity attributed to sodiation of 15 wt% conductive carbon in the composite electrode 
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has been subtracted and the displayed capacity is normalized to the active material only. The 1C-rate is defined 

as the integrated capacity from a 0.1 mV s-1 cyclic voltammogram. 36 

Figure 3-9. Comparison of the X-ray diffraction pattern of a pristine, uncycled electrode and electrodes 

galvanostatically cycled to 0.2 V (1st cycle) and 2.5 V vs Na/Na+  (10th cycle). The shifts in peak positions 

indicate a compression of the unit cell upon Na removal to 2.5 V and expansion of the unit cell upon Na 

insertion to 0.2 V, highlighted by the vertical lines at the (1 0 10) and (0 2 10) reflections and corresponding 

shifts of the 0.2 and 2.5 V reflections. The 0.2 V diffraction pattern demonstrates that there is no obvious 

structural breakdown or conversion reaction that occurs at low voltages such as the formation of Fe2O3 or Na-

metal. The small peak at ~32° 2𝜽 reveals that a small amount of the β" phase has been converted to the β 

phase, which does not appear to significantly affect cycling behavior due to the capacity retention and high 

Coulombic efficiency (Figure 3-11). 39 

Figure 3-10. a) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of an NAFO-0.52 vs Na metal coin-cell with 

corresponding equivalent circuit fitting (shown in the inset). EIS spectra were obtained after holding for 30 

min at the indicated voltage to reach an equilibrium state. Throughout cycling, the cell resistance Rcell and 

charge transfer resistance RCT remain stable (b), suggesting the absence of interfacial reactions or secondary 

phase formation. 40 

Figure 3-11. NAFO-0.52 galvanostatic cycling sodiation (blue) and desodiation (pink) capacity at a 1C-rate (after 

galvanostatic rate cycling shown in Figure 3-5a) with corresponding Coulombic efficiency (yellow), indicating 

> 95 % capacity retention over 50 cycles and > 99 % efficiency. 41 

Figure 3-12. Cyclic voltammetry from 0.1 mv s-1 to 1.0 mV s-1 of a) NAFO-0.52 and b) NAFO-0.75 electrodes vs 

Na metal foil in a two-electrode coin cell configuration. The broad nature of the peaks and the peak current b-

value determination, as indicated next to the peaks, suggest a capacitor-like charge storage mechanism. 42 

Figure 3-13. a.) Reconstruction of cyclic voltammetry currents at 0.01 mV s-1 based on step-potential 

electrochemical spectroscopy (SPECS) analysis where 𝒊𝒈 is the geometric capacitance current, 𝒊𝒑 is the 

porous capacitance current, 𝒊𝒅 is the diffusion controlled current and 𝒊𝒓 is the residual current. The high 

calculated current values of porous capacitance within the redox active voltage region (~0.3-1.2 V vs Na/Na+) 

confirms the pseudocapacitive nature of the redox process. b) Current decay profile over 300s after a 10 mV 

voltage step to hold at 0.84 V vs Na/Na+. Currents from SPECS fitting model are shown where 𝒊𝒈 is the 
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geometric capacitive current, 𝒊𝒑 is the porous capacitive current, 𝒊𝒅 is the diffusion-controlled current, 𝒊𝒓 is 

the residual current, and 𝒊𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 is the sum of the modeled currents. c) A zoomed-in view of the first 50 

seconds displaying the short response time for capacitive currents, < 5 s for 𝒊𝒈 and < 30 s for  𝒊𝒑, compared to 

the longer response times for the diffusion controlled current. 46 

Figure 3-14. a) Percent capacitive, diffusional, and residual currents of a NAFO-0.52 composite electrode as 

determined by SPECS and k1/k2 analysis. b) k1/k2 analysis of NAFO-0.52 results in a 94% capacitive current at 

a scan rate of 1.0 mV s-1. 47 

Figure 3-15. Comparison of normalized capacity of high-rate Na-ion battery electrode materials vs metal foil as a 

function of logC-rate. This data highlights the superior capacity retention of NAFO-0.52 compared to 

NASICON-type materials and comparable rate performance with the best performing high-rate Na-ion 

electrodes to date. 49,50,52,53,64 The C-rates of presented materials have been recalculated from reported data to 

represent time to charge (1C = 1 hour). Only materials tested without carbon matrix composites or coatings, or 

highly nanostructured arrays are included to illustrate fundamental materials properties. Each material was 

tested with an active material loading between 1 and 4 mg cm-2. 49 

Figure 4-1. SEM morphologies for different electrode materials used in this study. (a) Nb2O5-rGO (b) Mesoporous 

LiMn2O4 (c) carbon-coated LiFePO4 (d) commercial LiCoO2 (e) commercial LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2. 67 

Figure 4-2. Galvanostatic profiles for (a) half cells of various electrode materials and full cells of (b) LMO//Nb2O5, 

(c) LFP//Nb2O5, (d) LCO//Nb2O5, and (e) NCA/Nb2O5. (d) Ragone plot comparing performance of different 

Nb2O5-based full cells. 69 

Figure 4-3. Full-cell CV curves for (a) LMO//Nb2O5, (b) LFP//Nb2O5, (c) LCO//Nb2O5, and (d) NCA/Nb2O5 for b-

value analysis. The calculated peak current b-values are shown next to the corresponding peaks. The change in 

b-value with state-of-charge (SOC) during (e) charge and (f) discharge highlight the mostly surface-limited 

kinetics in full-cells where b ≈ 1. 72 

Figure 4-4. (a) Effect of areal loading on rate performance for NCA//Nb2O5 full cells. (b) Dependence of current 

density on areal capacity for the full cell at various loading. (c) Pairing ratio optimization with 60 coin cells 

(avg. 8.7 mgNCA cm-2) for higher specific capacity. (d) Effect of cell upper voltage on capacity, coulombic 

efficiency, and cell nominal voltage. 76 
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Figure 4-5. a) A photograph of 1.2 Ah NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cells. SEM images for (b) Nb2O5 anode and (c) NCA 

cathode used in the prototype cells. d) Rate performance for the prototype cell with various constant-current-

constant-voltage (CCCV) protocols. e) Series resistance (ESR) and charge transfer resistance (Rct) derived 

from impedance study at different cell state of charge (SOC). 78 

Figure 4-6. Reliability test for the NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cell. a) Rate performance with constant-current 

charge/discharge protocols. b) Capacity retention and coulombic efficiency for 300 cycles with 4C 

charge/discharge. c) Cell temperature variation with 6C-CCCV charge/3C discharge operation between 1 V 

and 2.9 V. 82 

Figure 5-1. X-ray diffraction of a) crystalline vs b) amorphous WS2 highlighting the X-ray amorphous structure of 

ball-milled WS2 for 80h at 500 rpm. Transmission electron microscopy of c) crystalline and d) amorphous WS2 

showing a slight reduction in particle size after ball milling and amorphization. The electron-diffraction 

patterns shown in the insets also highlight the amorphous nature of the ball-milled powder without any long-

range order, indicated by the diffuse diffraction region. 100 

Figure 5-2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy detailed scans of crystalline (top) and amorphous (bottom) WS2 in the 

W 4f and S 2p regions highlighting the similar surface oxidation states. 101 

Figure 5-3. Cyclic voltammograms displaying the voltage window opening of amorphous (purple) and crystalline 

(blue) WS2 showing the first cycle from a) 3.0 - 1.0 V, b) 3.0 – 0.8 V, c) 3.0 – 0.6V and d) the second cycle 

from 3.0 – 0.6V vs Li+/Li. The difference in the current response highlights the higher lithiation voltage of the 

amorphous structure compared with that of the crystalline structure. 103 

Figure 5-4. Galvanostatic cycling (2nd cycle) of composite electrodes of amorphous and crystalline WS2 from 3.0 to 

0.9 V vs Li+/Li. The limited voltage cycling highlights the higher degree of lithium insertion (1.2 Li+) into the 

amorphous phase compared with that of the crystalline phase (0.2 Li+). 104 

Figure 5-5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of ex-situ composite electrodes of amorphous WS2 cycled to 

1.2 V and 0.6 V vs Li+/Li upon lithiation. 105 

Figure 5-6. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) detailed scans of amorphous (top) and crystalline (bottom) WS2 
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Figure 5-7. a-WSx local structure and electrochemical lithiation. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) detailed 

scans of the a) W 4f and b) S 2p regions of a-WSx, highlighting the complex sulfur anionic sates as a mix of 

bridging sulfur dimers and terminal S-II species. c) Neutron pair distribution function analysis of a-WSx powder 

from 1.5 to 5 Å showing the S-S bonds at 2.08 Å. Galvanostatic cycling of d) a-WSx composite electrode from 

3.0 to 1.0 V vs Li+/Li at a specific current of 0.95 A g-1 highlighting the multielectron redox processes. e) 

Galvanostatic rate cycling from 0.04 to 2.0 A g-1. See Appendix 1 for further experimental details. 109 

Figure 5-8. a-WSx oxidation state with simulated LixW3S10 unit cells and W LIII-edge EXAFS fittings to predicted 

structures. a) W oxidation states of ex-situ a-WSx electrodes from the XANES W LIII edge as a function of 

delithiation from linear combination fitting during the 1st delithiation. b) Lowest energy structures from DFT 

global optimization of a W3S10 unit cell and the unit cell with 2, 5, 7, and 9 lithium inserted (W is red, S is 

blue, Li is yellow) shown in the c* orientation (of reciprocal space) for clarity. See table S2 for simulated 

structure parameters. Corresponding EXAFS data for ex-situ electrodes cycled to c) 3 V (fully delithiated) and 

d) 1 V (fully lithiated) highlight the excellent representation of the local structure from 1.5 to ~4 Å (R-factor 

lower than 0.008 for all fittings). See Table A-3 for EXAFS fitting parameters and Fig. A-18 for EXAFS 

fittings of the intermediate structures Li2W3S10 and Li7W3S10. 111 

Figure 5-9. a-TaSy local structure and electrochemical lithiation. XPS of the a)  Ta 4f and b) S 2p regions of a-TaSy, 

highlighting the complex sulfur anionic sates as a mix of bridging sulfur dimers and terminal S-II species. d) 

nPDF analysis of a-TaSy powder from 1.5 to 5 Å showing the S-S bonds at 2.08 Å. d) Cyclic voltammetry of a-

TaSy composite electrode from 3.0 to 0.6 V vs Li+/Li at 0.1 mV s-1 showing the 3rd cycle. e) Galvanostatic 

cycling of the first 4 cycles of a-TaSy composite electrode at a specific current of 0.1 A g-1 and f) galvanostatic-

rate cycling demonstrating the high-rate capability of amorphous sulfides from 0.02 to 4 A g-1. See Appendix 1 

for further experimental details. 115 

Figure 5-10. Simulated LixTa4S8 unit cells and Ta LIII-edge EXAFS fittings to predicted structures. a) Simulated 

structured of Ta4S8, Li3Ta4S8 and Li6Ta4S8 displaying for Ta4S8 a layered structure of alternating Ta4S6 and S2 

dimers, lithium being inserted into the S2 layer to form Li3Ta4S8 and Li6Ta4S8. Structural parameters for 

predicted structures are shown in Table S3. EXAFS fittings of ex-situ electrodes fully lithiated to 0.6 V (b) and 

fully delithiated to 3.0 V (c) displaying excellent fits to the predicted structures. Fitting parameters are shown 

in Table A-4. 119 
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1. Chapter 1. Introduction and Motivation 

Energy storage for various technologies from consumer electronics and electric vehicles to 

stationary grid-level storage is becoming increasingly important with the integration of intermittent 

renewable energy systems.1 Given such a wide range of potential applications, the development of 

a variety of energy storage solutions is necessary to meet the demands in energy-density, power-

density, flexibility, etc. Over the past decade, Li-ion battery technology has garnered significant 

momentum in research and development to improve materials systems, resulting in practical 

volumetric and gravimetric energy densities of 733 Wh/l and 264 Wh/kg, respectively (Figure 1-1). 

2 However, Li-ion batteries are not expected to be economically viable in all instances such as at 

the grid-storage level, and other technologies such as sodium-ion batteries and lithium sulfur 

batteries may prove more promising for certain applications. Thus, Li- and Na-ion batteries can 

serve in complementary roles to meet demands and the advancement of multiple material 

technologies enables an efficient spreading of resources.3   

 Throughout the past decade, progress has been made toward designing Li-ion battery 

materials for high power-density devices, which are needed to achieve widespread adoption of 

electric vehicles (EV). Achieving high-power density without sacrificing substantial energy 

density is made possible by surface-limited charge storage materials.4 That is, materials which are 

not limited by diffusion through the material but by transport at the surface. Surface-limited charge 

storage materials, such as Nb2O5 and nano-structured fast-battery materials, are promising in the 

development of next generation fast charging devices.4 However, these materials cannot be 

directly implemented as Na-ion battery analogues due to the larger ionic radius and higher 

reduction potential of Na compared to that of Li (0.7 vs 1.08 Å and 0 vs 0.3 V vs Li/Li+ for Li and 



2 

 

Na, respectively).3  For this reason, materials for high-power Na-ion batteries must be designed 

specifically for Na-ion systems to achieve the desired performance. 

   

 

Figure 1-1. a) Gravimetric energy density and volumetric energy density of various battery technologies 

at the cell level indicating the maximum (next generation) and minimum (current technology) for each 

technology. b) Past and predicted trends in battery demand from 2005 to 2030, with more than 50% of the 

market expected to be dominated by LIB in 2030. LIB = Li-ion battery, SIB = sodium-ion battery, LSB = 

Li-S battery, SSB = solid-state battery, LAB = Li-air battery.2 Reprinted with permission from Springer 

Nature. 

 

In addition to high-power density materials development, high-energy density materials have 

been a large focus of research development. While higher energy densities can be achieved by 

more efficient packaging and electrode architectures, it is important to design materials with 

multielectron redox processes to achieve more than incremental improvements.5 If 

commercialized, multielectron redox materials would change the landscape of Li-ion battery 

energy storage compared with that of the  1 electron redox in commercial battery materials today.6 
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One method to achieve multielectron charge transfer is through Li-metal anodes, alloying 

materials, or conversion materials.6 However, cycling each of these materials is accompanied by 

limitations such as large volume change, cycling instabilities, and Li-dendrite growth which can 

lead to safety concerns and a low cycle life. An alternative is to design new intercalation-based 

materials which can store more than one Li per transition metal while avoiding full conversion.7,8 

Intercalation electrode materials, typically transition metal oxides and sulfides, offer improved 

stability and cycling life, but existing materials have been optimized such that most improvements 

are incremental.6 Achieving new multielectron redox electrode materials requires exploring 

fundamentally new materials systems.  
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2. Background on Electrochemical Energy Storage Systems  

2.1 Principles of traditional Li-ion batteries 

Li-ion batteries store energy by converting electrical energy into chemical energy. The Li-ion 

battery consists of two electrodes, an anode (the negative electrode) and a cathode (the positive 

electrode).1 The anode and cathode are separated by a porous separator saturated with electrically 

insulating but ionically conducting liquid electrolyte. The liquid electrolyte works to move ions 

back and forth from the cathode to the anode upon charge and from the anode to the cathode upon 

discharge [Figure 2-1].2 Upon charge, the Li-ions are removed from the cathode, with a concurrent 

oxidation of metal cations within the cathode, and are inserted into the anode material, with a 

concurrent reduction of metal cations within the anode to maintain charge balance. This creates an 

electrical current which runs through an external circuit from the cathode to the anode. Upon 

discharge, the reverse reaction occurs with an electrical current flowing from the anode to the 

cathode through the external circuit.3  

The electrode materials of the anode and cathode must be chosen such that both ionic and 

electrical conduction can take place within the material to quickly move both ions and electrons 

through the electrodes. The energy density E of a Li-ion battery may be calculated as  

Equation 2-1 

𝐸 =
𝑛𝐹

𝑀𝑊
∆𝑉 [Wh/g] 

where n is the number of electrons transferred [mol], F is Faraday’s constant [C/mol], MW is the 

molecular weight of the material [kg/mol], and ∆𝑉 is the operating voltage range between the 

anode and cathode.3 In traditional Li-ion battery materials, the number of electrons transferred n 

is limited to ~1 per transition metal. This is due to the charge storage mechanism in traditional Li-



6 

 

ion battery materials being cationic redox and charge transfer. For example, LiFePO4 (LFP) 

cathode material undergoes Fe2+/ Fe3+ redox to compensate for Li-insertion and deinsertion as: 

LiFe2+PO4 ↔ Fe3+PO4 + Li+ + e-.4 

 

Figure 2-1. Li-ion battery operating during discharge consisting of an anode, cathode, and electrolyte where 

Li-ions move back and forth through the ionically conducting liquid electrolyte and electrons move between 

the electrodes through external circuit.2 Reprinted with permission from Wiley. 

 

2.2 Electrochemical signatures of traditional battery materials  

In electrochemical testing of Li-ion battery materials, there are electrochemical signatures 

that signify physical phenomena and that can be corroborated with in-situ or ex-situ 

characterization techniques. Traditional Li-ion battery materials display galvanostatic charge-

discharge curves where charge is incrementally added at a constant potential, resulting in a voltage 

plateau. Thus, the energy stored in a battery material can be calculated as E = QV, where Q is the 

stored charge and V is the redox voltage.5 For example, in a commonly used Li-ion battery cathode 

material LiFePO4 (LFP), the Fe undergoes redox at ~3.8 V vs Li+/Li [Figure 2-2].6 This can be 
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seen in the half-cell (vs Li-metal) galvanostatic measurement where a constant current is applied 

and resulting voltage response is measured. The observed voltage plateau (Figure 2-2a-b) is 

characteristic of a two-phase region and a phase change in the active material, kinetically limited 

by diffusion processes.  

Figure 2-2. Electrochemical signatures of traditional Li-ion battery material LiFePO4 highlighting a-b) the 

voltage plateau upon galvanostatic cycling indicating a region of two-phase coexistence.6 Reproduced with 

permission from ECS. c) The sharp redox peak in cyclic voltammetry is also characteristic of a battery-like 

material that is diffusion limited.7 Reproduced with permission from ECS. 

 

In cyclic voltammetry, where the voltage is changed at a constant rate and the current 

response is measured, the electrochemical signature of a traditional battery material consists of a 

sharp redox peak upon oxidation and reduction where the majority of the current response occurs 

in a narrow voltage range (Figure 2-2c). However, polarization of the system during high mass 

loading or high current operation due to sluggish kinetics and diffusion limitations lead to larger 

 

a 

b 

c 
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peak separations and a decrease in energy efficiency.5 In devices, this clearly defined redox voltage 

is helpful in that the voltage difference between the anode and cathode is constant during both 

charge and discharge. However, the existence of a phase change during cycling leads to limitations 

in high-power capabilities.8 In cyclic voltammetry, this can be observed in the relationship between 

the peak current ip and sweep rate 𝜐 according to the Randles-Sevcik equation  

Equation 2-2 

𝑖𝑝 = 0.4463𝑛𝐹𝐴𝑐𝐷1/2𝜐1/2 (
𝛼𝑛𝐹

𝑅𝑇
)

1/2

 

where c is the surface concentration of the electrode material, 𝛼 is the transfer coefficient, and D 

is the diffusion coefficient.9 Thus, the peak current increases as 𝑖𝑝 ∝ 𝜐1/2 in a battery-like material 

indicating a diffusion-controlled faradaic-redox process. One tool to qualitatively identify this 

relationship is the b-value analysis where the power law relationship  

Equation 2-3 

𝑖(𝜐) = 𝑎 × 𝜐𝑏 

can be used to identify the nature of the reaction (a is a constant and b is the power-law exponent). 

In a diffusion-controlled, battery-like reaction, b = 0.5 according to Equation 2-2.  

 

2.3 Challenges of high-power operation 

Fast-charging is desirable in Li-ion battery systems due to the desire to charge portable 

electronics in shorter timeframes and the need to charge electric-vehicles in times comparable to 

that of refueling an internal combustion engine, ~ 8 minutes.10 Current Li-ion battery electrode 

materials, however, are not equipped for fast-charging operation due to the high currents needed 

and the inherent, diffusion-limited material properties. The phase change that occurs upon lithium 

insertion into many transition metal oxides is diffusion-limited and faster charging leads to a 
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dramatic decrease in energy-density due to high polarization [Figure 2-3a].11 Additionally, higher 

currents can lead to detrimental side reactions and material and electrolyte breakdown due to 

increased Joule heating.5,8 This excess heating can lead to safety concerns such as thermal runaway 

and catastrophic failure resulting in fires and explosions of pressurized cells [Figure 2-3b].12 The 

most commonly used Li-ion anode material, graphite, is rate-limited by the eventual plating of 

lithium on top of the graphite above a critical current density.13 Lithium plating then leads to 

eventual Li dendrite formation which can grow through the separator, shorting the cell with the 

risk of safety concerns such as fires. Thus, it is desirable to design materials which avoid sluggish 

phase transformations upon lithium (de)insertion and remain stable under high-rate operation. 

 

Figure 2-3 a) Gravimetric discharge capacity as a function of discharge current density in LiFePO4 

cathodes, highlighting the poor capacity retention with increasing rate.11 Reproduced with permission from 

Elsevier. b) Process of thermal runaway in Li-ion batteries which can be exacerbated by high-power 

operation.12 Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. 

 

2.4 Pseudocapacitive materials and electrochemical signatures  

Pseudocapacitive materials offer a potential solution to the challenges of high-rate 

operation in traditional Li-ion battery electrode materials. Pseudocapacitive materials undergo a 

faradaic-redox charge-storage mechanism like battery materials, but display the electrochemical 
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signatures similar to that of electrical double-layer capacitor (EDLC) materials. In EDLCs, the 

galvanostatic curve is linear (dQ/dV = 1) such that charge storage occurs over the entire voltage 

range as ions are adsorbed onto the surface of the electrode. As opposed to battery-like materials 

(Equation 2-1), the energy stored in a capacitor-like material can be calculated as E =½CV2=½QV 

where C is the capacitance [F/g].5 In cyclic voltammetry, this results in a box-shaped curve and a 

linear increase in current with increasing sweep rate 𝜐 according to  

Equation 2-4 

𝑖𝑝 = 𝜐𝐶𝐴 

where ip is the peak current and A is the surface area of the electrode. Thus, the b-value [Equation 

2-3] of ELDC materials is 1, indicating a surface-limited, as opposed to diffusion limited, charge 

storage mechanism.5 Pseudocapacitive materials are similar in that the charge is stored over a wide 

voltage range resulting a linear (or nearly linear) change in capacity with voltage in the 

galvanostatic curve. However, instead of EDLC charge storage, pseudocapacitive materials 

undergo faradic-redox and gradual insertion of lithium into the material.5 The capacitor-like 

electrochemical signatures of pseudocapacitive materials are due to the avoidance of a phase 

change upon lithium insertion and fast Li-ion diffusion through the electrode material that leads to 

the surface reaction instead of the diffusion within the material being the limiting component. One 

example of a pseudocapacitive material in Li-ion systems is Nb2O5 which displays a box-like 

cyclic voltammogram where the b-value = 1 and a nearly linear galvanostatic curve.14 This enables 

high-rate capabilities without significant Joule heating or side reactions and the possibility of safe 

fast-charging. Qualitatively, the b-value can be used to indicate the limiting factor in the 

electrochemical reaction as being more diffusion-controlled or more surface-limited and can help 

to guide the design of materials with surface-limited kinetics. 
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2.5 Designing high energy-density materials 

In general, the energy density of materials can be raised by examining the energy density E 

equation for battery materials shown in (Equation 2-5). First, the redox voltage of the material can 

be raised or lowered to increase the voltage difference between a given cathode and anode. Second, 

the molecular weight of the active material can me minimized by using light elements and focusing 

on 3d transition metals or light semimetals for conversion electrodes. Finally, the number of 

electrons transferred can be maximized by designing multielectron redox materials which has been 

observed with conversion electrodes,15 and insertion materials such as in some Wadsley-Roth 

phase materials16 and anionic redox materials.17 Conversion electrodes offer high energy densities 

but with significant drawbacks including poor reversibility, cyclability, and typically slow kinetic 

performance due to the formation of entirely new products upon lithaiton.18 In addition, the 

complex electrochemical reaction pathways in conversion materials are notoriously difficult to 

study making it difficult to optimize and improve conversion chemistries. Conversely, Li-ion 

insertion materials avoid conversion to elemental metals resulting in higher reversibility and 

cyclability and therefore, increased practicality for industrial applications. Thus, attaining 

multielectron redox in Li-ion insertion materials offers an exciting pathway toward higher energies 

in Li-ion battery systems. 
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3. Chapter 3. Fe-substituted Na-beta alumina as a high-rate Na-ion electrode 

3.1 Introduction 

The desired energy-density and power-density goals of next-generation energy-storage devices 

must be met with next-generation battery materials. The looming effects of climate change demand 

new materials derived from new chemistries which will enable increased use of electric vehicles 

and decreased reliance on a fossil-fuel-powered grid. Despite the dominance of Li-ion batteries, 

especially for mobile power, alternative battery technologies are being pursued because of 

potential advantages in terms of energy and power density as well as providing greener and more 

sustainable approaches.1 Na-ion batteries present a promising alternative to existing Li-ion battery 

technology due to the low cost and abundance of sodium raw materials, the ability to leverage Li-

ion battery materials and the potential for high-power Na-ion electrodes.1,2 However, the larger 

size of Na+ compared to that of Li+ as well as the lower operating potential, can limit the direct 

extension of Li-ion chemistries into Na-ion analogues. For this reason, Na-ion battery electrode 

material design presents a promising opportunity for innovation.  

Here, we demonstrate the design of Na-ion electrode materials by converting a well-known 

fast sodium-ion conductor into a mixed electron-ion conductor. Although solid-state electrolyte 

materials are known for their high levels of ionic conductivity, negligible levels of electronic 

conductivity disqualify solid-state electrolytes as candidates for electrode materials which require 

both ionic and electronic conduction. However, by deliberately modifying the fast ion conductor 

to produce electronic conduction without altering their defect structure, we demonstrate that high 

ionic conductivity, which is rarely achieved in Na-ion battery electrodes, can be preserved. Such 

an electrolyte-based material design method takes advantage of not only the inherently fast ionic 
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conduction within the material but also the possibility of having a more continuous chemical 

potential across the electrode-electrolyte interface, leading to increased interfacial stability.  

The prospect of converting a fast ion conductor into an electrode material has received limited 

attention. The sodium-ion conductor known as NASICON (Na1+xZr2P3−xSixO12 with 0 ≤ x ≤ 3), 

which was developed as a 3D Na-ion conductor to replace Na β"-Al2O3, has a room temperature 

conductivity of 6.7 × 10−4 S cm−1.3 NASICON structures, of general formula NaxMM'(XO4)3 have 

been the subject of a few studies aimed at developing mixed ionic-electronic conduction in 

electrode materials.4,5,6 Substitution of M and M' for redox active transition metals such as Ti, V, 

and Fe, creates redox centers for charge transfer upon Na insertion and de-insertion while 

maintaining the NASICON structure.5,7 However, the low electronic conductivity of mixed-

conducting NASICON materials necessitates nano-structuring as well as surface treatments or 

coatings for stable high-rate performance.8 Additionally, Na insertion or de-insertion in NASICON 

electrodes is accompanied by a phase transition, which can lead to problems in capacity retention 

with long-term cycling.1,7 For the most part, NASICON-based electrode materials have been of 

limited importance in the field. In addition to NASICON structures, one other solid-state 

electrolyte that has been investigated as a battery electrode material is the Li-ion conductor Li3N. 

The conversion of Li3N into Li3-xMxN where M = Co, Ni, Fe has been reported, however, even 

with moderate levels of transition metal substitution, lithium insertion induces a phase transition 

at lower voltages, severely limiting performance.9,10 Taken together, these prior studies that used 

either Na or Li high-conductivity solid electrolytes as the parent material have achieved limited 

success in creating battery electrode materials. 
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In the present paper, we use a model system in which to develop design rules for converting a fast 

Na-ion conducting solid electrolyte into a mixed electron-ion conductor that can serve as an 

electrode in Na-ion batteries. Na β"-Al2O3 (typically stabilized as Na1.67Li0.33Al11O17) has an 

exceptional ionic conductivity (1 x 10-3 S cm-1 at 25 °C)11, higher than that of NASICON type 

Na3Zr2Si2PO12 and Na-tetra thiophosphate Na3PS4.
12,13 In addition, the fast ion conduction and 

high interfacial stability against Na-metal enables Na β"-Al2O3 
to be used in commercial Na-S and 

Zebra (NiCl2/Na) batteries as a solid-state electrolyte.14 

The unit cell of the β" phase, Na2O·5.5(Al2O3), is comprised of three spinel-like blocks of 

aluminum and close packed oxygen layers separated by 2D conduction planes for Na-ion 

transport.15 The β" phase has a higher concentration of Na in the conduction planes compared to 

the β phase, Na2O·11(Al2O3). The Na-ion conduction mechanism involves two sodium-ion sites 

in the conduction plane: the Beevers-Ross regular lattice site (BR) and the mid-oxygen site 

(mO).15,16 These two sites allow for Na-ions to move rapidly throughout the 2D lattice under an 

applied electric field as the number of vacant sites is comparable to the number of mobile Na+ 

cations.17 The higher availability of Na-ions and Na-ion sites in the β" phase compared to the β 

phase leads to its superior ionic conductivity. 

 Over the past decades, a few attempts have been made to substitute various ions for Al in 

the spinel block of the Na β"-Al2O3 structure to either improve the stability of the β" phase (i.e., 

Li+ and Mg2+) or to promote electronic conductivity (i.e., Fe3+ and Ni2+).18,19,20,21 The most 

promising candidate for transition metal substitution into the spinel-like block is Fe3+ due to γ-

Fe2O3 and γ-Al2O3 being isostructural as well as the wide range of compositions forming a spinel 

solid solution.22 In the 1970s, Kennedy et al. explored this approach with mild success, 

demonstrating a sodium metal galvanic cell with an Fe-substituted Na β-Al2O3 electrode.23 
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However, solid state synthesis methods could not achieve higher than ~35 mol% Fe doping without 

producing a secondary iron oxide phase.23–25 In the 1990s, Fe-substitution in the β" phase, 

Na1+y(Al1-xFex)11O17, was explored using sol-gel synthesis and substitution up to x = 0.54 was 

achieved.26,27 This study, which investigated fundamental thermodynamic properties and not 

transport, provided evidence that Fe can be substituted to substantial amounts into the pure β" 

phase by using sol-gel processes. 

The present paper shows it is possible to substitute up to 75 % Fe for Al in Na β"-Al2O3 

using sol-gel synthesis. We employ X-ray diffraction and Mössbauer spectroscopy to characterize 

the spinel block occupancy for Fe and determine its role in creating electronic conduction. By 

retaining the β"-Al2O3 structure, the resulting ion conductivity is comparable to that of 

unsubstituted Na β"-Al2O3. The various Fe – substituted Na β"-Al2O3 compositions exhibit mixed 

electronic-ionic conduction which enables the material to function as a high-rate negative electrode 

for Na-ion battery.  

 

3.2 Experimental methods 

Material synthesis 

Fe-substituted sodium β" alumina powders were prepared by sol-gel methods using 

stoichiometric amounts of FeSO4 ∙ 6H2O (Sigma, 99.9%), NaNO3 (Sigma, 99.9%), and AlNO3 ∙ 

9H2O (Sigma, 99.9%, reagent grade,  98%). The target compositions for NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-

0.75 powders were Na2Al7Fe7O17 and Na2Al2.3Fe11.2O17, respectively. The precursors were first 

dissolved in 40 mL DI water with 1:1 molar ratio of citric acid monohydrate (Alfa Aesar, 99.5+%): 

metal-ions and stirred at 25 °C until completely dissolved. The water in the solution was then 

evaporated at 80 °C overnight before heating to 900 °C at a rate of 5 °C min-1 for 1 hr in an alumina 
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crucible. The resulting powder (typically ~1g) was then collected and pressed into a 1 cm diameter 

pellet. The amount of powder used to make the pellet did not affect the outcome of the synthesis. 

The pellet was heated for a second time to 1400 °C at a rate of 3 °C min-1 for 2 hrs in a closed 

platinum crucible. The pellet was completely submerged in a bed of excess Na β" alumina powder 

(~ 1g) made in the same manner, but without Fe-substitution. The resulting pellet is expected to 

contain predominantly oxidized iron in the 3+ state due to the high temperatures in air. After the 

second heat treatment, the pellet was immediately submerged in a bed of excess Na2CO3 (Fisher, 

anhydrous, 99.8%) (~500 mg) and heated at 500 °C for ~8h to promote Na diffusion to replace 

any sodium lost at high temperature with a corresponding reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ to maintain 

charge balance. The pellet was then removed from the furnace at ~300 °C and immediately brought 

into an Ar-filled glove box, where the materials remained for storage and use. Inside the Ar-filled 

glove box, the pellet was crushed in diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (Diglyme) (Sigma, 

anhydrous, 99.5%) solvent with a mortar and pestle, resulting in a dark red (NAFO-0.52) or black 

(NAFO-0.75) powder for electrode preparation. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images 

taken on a Nova 230 Nano SEM were used to determine particle size and morphology after 

grinding. Various compositions in the range of 10 to 80 mol% Fe for Al were successfully 

synthesized, but two are discussed here for simplicity. For conductivity testing, the sintered pellet, 

~ 85% dense, was coated on both sides with a thin layer of conductive silver paint (Ted Pella) 

directly after synthesis. Pellet density was determined by bulk density and the calculated 

theoretical density by Rietveld refinement. 

Powder X-ray diffraction 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements (5° ≤ 2Θ ≤ 95°, continuous scan) were 

carried out in reflection-mode on a BRUKER D8 DaVinci Design diffractometer using CuKα 
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radiation, fixed 0.3° divergence slit, primary and secondary slit 0.04 rad Soller slits, anti-scatter 

slit 4.0° and a Lynxeye detector (opening angle 2.95°). The Rietveld refinement was done using 

the FULLPROF-suite of programs.28 The pseudo-Voigt function was chosen to model peak shape, 

all atoms were refined using isotropic atomic displacement parameters (and fixed values from 

literature). Starting values for the refinement of PXRD data were taken from the literature.28 

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy  

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) measurements were performed 

on a NexION 2000 (PerkinElmer) instrument. The as synthesized powders were digested in 

phosphoric acid at 180 °C for ~1h using a microwave digestion unit (Titan MPS, PerkinElmer). 

No precipitates were observed in the digested solution. 

Mössbauer Spectroscopy 

Transmission 57Fe Mössbauer spectra were collected using a Mössbauer apparatus (Halder 

Electronics, Germany) in horizontal arrangement (57Co/Rh single line thin source, constant 

acceleration mode, symmetric saw tooth velocity shape, multi-channel analyzer with 1024 

channels, velocity scale calibrated to α-iron). For Mössbauer – absorber preparation, samples were 

carefully ground under ethanol, filled into Cu-rings (inner diameter 10 mm and covered with a 

high-purity Al-foil on one side), and mixed with epoxy resin to fix the sample. The folded spectra 

were analyzed using both a classical full static Hamiltonian site analysis (using Lorentzian shaped 

doublets) and a Voigt-based hyperfine field distribution method as implemented in the program 

RECOIL.29,30 

Electrochemical characterization 

Electrodes were prepared by mixing the active material with carbon black (Ketjenblack, > 

99%) and polyvinylidene fluoride (Sigma, 99%) binder in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (Sigma, 
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anhydrous 99.5%), solvent in weight ratio of 75:15:10, respectively. The slurry was then cast onto 

a copper or carbon-coated aluminum foil current collector, yielding an active material loading of 

~1-2 mg cm-2. The electrolyte was prepared using 1M NaPF6 salt (Alfa, 99%) in Diglyme solvent. 

Coin cells (CR2035) used the active material as the working electrode, sodium metal foil (Sigma, 

99%) as the counter electrode with a 24 𝜇m, polyethylene coated Targray (Quebec, Canada) 

separator and ~100 𝜇L 1M NaPF6 Diglyme electrolyte. This arrangement was used in all 

experiments unless otherwise noted and at least three cells were tested for each experiment to 

confirm repeatability. All electrochemical testing was performed on a Biologic VMP3. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed at open circuit 

voltage with a sinusoidal signal in a frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz at an amplitude of 

10 mV. The simulation of the EIS experiments was carried out using ZFit software on EC-Lab 

(Biologic) using an equivalent circuit model of R1+Q2/R2+Q3/R3+Q3 for coin cell impedance 

and L+R1(C1+Q2/R2+Q3/R3)+W for a pellet of NAFO-0.52 with silver blocking electrodes (a 

cylinder with dimensions of 0.7 mm by 0.8 cm2 after sintering). Step potential electrochemical 

spectroscopy analysis (SPECS) was carried out using methods described in previous works.31–33 

Briefly, a 10-mV potential step was applied and held for an equilibration period of 300 s, during 

which time the current response was measured (See Supplemental Information for a complete 

description). Energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) analysis taken on a Phenom G2 Pro desktop SEM 

was used to characterize the change in Na-content ex-situ composite electrodes.  
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3.3 Results 

Fe-substitution into the β" alumina structure has been difficult to achieve through solid-

state synthesis methods.34 This is due to diffusion limitations of ions into the spinel block caused 

by the inconvenient balance needed between high temperature crystallization (> 1500 °C) and the 

inevitable soda loss above ~1000 °C. Thus, it is desirable to create short diffusion distances 

through excellent cation mixing and to form nanoparticles which can lower the required 

crystallization temperature.35,36 In this work, adequate cation mixing is achieved with aqueous 

solutions of Al-nitrate, Na-nitrate, and Fe-sulfate chelated by 1:1 citric acid: metal ions. After pre-

firing of the sol at 900 °C, 200 nm particles are realized (Figure 3-1a), enabling the formation of 

a densely packed pellet for high temperature firing at 1400 °C. This crystallization temperature is 

much lower than that of traditional solid-state synthesis methods (1540 - 1600 °C),24 preventing 

excess soda loss and enabling facile stabilization of the high temperature β" phase. 

 

The two Fe-substituted Na-β" Al2O3 compositions examined in this paper are 52 mol% Fe-

substituted Na1+x(Al0.48Fe0.52)11O17 and 75 mol% Fe-substituted Na1+x(Al0.25Fe0.75)11O17, referred 

to as NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 hereafter, respectively. The high temperature firing process at 

 

20 µm 20 µm  2 µm 

 c  b  a 

Figure 3-1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a) NAFO-0.75 900 °C precursor 

powder and 1400 °C fully crystallized powders of b) NAFO-0.52 and c) NAFO-0.75, highlighting 

the larger particle size and inhomogeneous character after 1400 °C heat treatment. 
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1400 °C required for Fe-substitution and β" phase formation resulted an ~85% dense pellet and 

micron-sized particles after grinding. The final powders used for electrochemical analysis are 

shown in the SEM images in Figure 3-1b and c, displaying inhomogeneous 1 - 10 µm sized 

particles after mortar and pestle grinding. 

3.3.1 Crystal structure determination 

The Fe-substituted β"-Al2O3 structure was determined through Rietveld refinement of X-

ray diffraction (XRD) patterns. The XRD patterns displayed in Figure 3-3a indicate an 𝑅3̅𝑚 space 

group, confirming β" phase formation in both the NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 compositions. 

There was no evidence of Fe2O3 or Fe3O4 phase formation in either sample, although there was 

evidence of a small amount of the β phase formed in NAFO-0.75, as indicated by a small peak at 

~32° 2𝜃. Rietveld refinement of the observed XRD patterns (Figure 3-2) confirms the formation 

of a solid solution of Fe and Al within the alumina spinel block and indicates Fe is occupying both 

tetrahedral and octahedral sites with a slight preference for octahedral site coordination. The site 

occupancy for each atom is outlined in Table 3-1. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy 

(ICP-MS) measurements confirmed the Fe: Al molar ratio to be within ± 3% of those calculated 

by Rietveld refinement (Table 3-3).  
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Figure 3-2. Rietveld refinements of a) NAFO-0.52 and b) NAFO-0.75 powder diffractograms 

shown here are used to calculate the Fe site occupancy. 

 

The a(b)- and c- axis lattice parameters calculated from XRD were found to increase with 

increasing Fe doping levels and are consistent with those of similar compositions obtained in 

previous transition metal doping studies.26 The NAFO-0.52 structure and Fe-site occupancy is 

shown in Figure 3-3b and c, highlighting the partial occupancy of Fe-ions (red) across all available 

Al (blue) sites along with the 2D conduction planes for Na-ion diffusion. In Figure 3-3c the BR 

(yellow diamonds) sites are the lattice sites Na can occupy at equilibrium (2 per formula unit). The 

a 

b 
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mO sites (yellow triangles) act as temporary Na sites during Na+ conduction through the a-b plane 

(3 per formula unit). Although the c-axis lattice parameter did increase slightly with Fe 

substitution, the thickness of the Na-ion conduction plane decreased with increasing Fe doping 

(5.1 Å for Li-stabilized β", 4.9 Å for NAFO-0.52 and 4.8 Å for NAFO-0.75) to compensate for the 

larger Fe-ions in the spinel block (Error! Reference source not found.).19 Thus, although the 

high ionic conductivity β" phase was formed, sodium ion conductivities in NAFO-0.52 and 

NAFO-0.75 should differ slightly from that of the undoped phase due to subtle structural 

differences.  

 

a b c 

Figure 3-3. a) X-ray diffraction patterns for NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 with an un-doped β" 

pattern for reference.29 The absence of  peaks from a Fe-oxide phase confirms the complete 

substitution of Fe into the β" structure and slight shifts to lower 2𝜃 indicates an increasing lattice 

constant with the substitution of Fe for Al b) Crystal structure of NAFO-0.52 as determined by 

Rietveld refinement of the powder X-ray diffraction pattern, showing full occupancy of Na-ions. 

Na (yellow), O (gray), Al (blue), Fe (red). The β" structure with 𝑅3̅𝑚 space group consists of three 

‘spinel’-like blocks of (Fe,Al)2O3 and three 2D conduction planes for Na-ion diffusion. c) The Na-

ion sites can be seen more clearly from the c-axis view. The Beevers-Ross (BR) sites are indicated 

by the yellow diamonds and the mid-oxygen (mO) sites are indicated by yellow triangles. These 

two lattice sites allow for Na-ions to rapidly migrate along the a-b conduction plane. 
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Table 3-1. Site occupancy and lattice parameters from Rietveld refinement of X-ray diffraction pattern. 

 Na1+x(Al0.25Fe0.75)11O17 Na1+x(Al0.48Fe0.52)11O17  Na1.77Al11O17
a 

Occupancy 

Site 

(coordination)b Al Fe Al Fe Al 

1 (O) 0.83 5.17 2.43 3.57 6 

2 (T) 0.78 1.22 1.17 0.83 2 

3 (T) 0.80 1.20 1.00 1.00 2 

4 (O) 0.37 0.63 0.66 0.34 1 

Lattice 

parameters 

a [Å] 5.86 5.79 5.604 

c [Å] 35.06 34.66 33.62 

V [Å³] 1044 1007 914.3 

Conduction 

plane thickness 

[Å]c 

4.82 4.88 5.07 

a. From single crystal measurements28 

b. Coordination is either octahedral (O) or tetrahedral (T) for Al and Fe sites. 

c. Calculated from 2 x (O3-Na) bond distance. See Figure 3-4 and Table 3-2. 
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Figure 3-4. a*-axis view of NAFO-0.52, showing the O3-Na bond used to calculate the conduction 

plane thickness. The calculated bond distances are outlined in Table 3-2. [Na (yellow), O (gray) Al 

(blue) Fe (red)] 

 

Table 3-2. Bond lengths from O3 on the edge of the spinel block to Na in the center of the conduction 

plane (Figure 3-4) for NAFO-0.52, NAFO-0.75, and undoped Na1.77Al11O17 for reference. 

Composition O3 to Na1 bond length 

[Å] 

Na1.77Al11O17 
a 2.54 

NAFO-0.52  2.44 

NAFO-0.75 2.14 

a from single crystal measurements 28 
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Table 3-3. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) measurements on NAFO-0.52 and 

NAFO-0.75 highlighting the similar Fe: Al molar ratios to those calculated through Rietveld refinement 

(Table 3-1). 

Sample Iron [wt. %] Aluminum [wt. %] 
Average FexAly 

molar ratio 

 Average* stdev Average* stdev x Y 

NAFO-0.52 31.32 1.44 15.91 0.87 0.49 0.51 

NAFO-0.75 47.92 1.03 6.55 0.27 0.78 0.22 

 

*Each sample was done in triplicated measurements with background correction.  

 

The site occupancy of Fe was confirmed by employing 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy. Figure 3-5 

displays the Mössbauer spectrum of NAFO-0.52 powder, which can be characterized by a broad, 

asymmetric doublet with a slight shoulder at the inner part of the high velocity resonance 

absorption peak. Peak fitting for this structure is only possible with 4 subcomponents which reveal 

isomer shift values that are typical for high spin Fe3+ in octahedral (around 0.3 – 0.4 mm s-1) and 

tetrahedral (around 0.15 – 0.25 mm s-1) oxygen coordination.37 The site occupancy obtained 

through Mössbauer spectroscopy of NAFO-0.52 is included in  

Table 3-4 and corroborates the Rietveld refinement results within experimental error. The main 

component of the NAFO-0.52 Mössbauer spectrum (Figure 3-5) corresponds to Fe3+ in a regular 

octahedral coordination, site 1(O) in  

Table 3-4, based on the quadrupole splitting value of ~ 0.6 mm s-1. The second octahedral 

component, site 4(O) in  

Table 3-4, with a distinctly lower occupancy has a somewhat more distorted local distortion 

environment. On the two tetrahedral sites, site 2 and 3 in Error! Reference source not found., 

both have lower Fe3+ occupancy than the octahedral sites with a larger locally distorted 

environment for site 2(T) than site 3(T). Thus, a fairly good agreement between iron site population 

by Mössbauer spectroscopy ( 

Table 3-4Error! Reference source not found.) and Rietveld refinement (Table 3-1) is obtained 

despite the errors associated with the large overlap of individual components in the Mössbauer 

spectrum.  
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Table 3-4. Fe site occupancy of NAFO-0.52 as determined by Mössbauer spectroscopy. 

Site 

(coordination)a 
Isomer Shift [mm s-1] 

Quadrupole Splitting 

[mm s-1] 
Amount [%] 

1 (O) 0.299 0.661 50 

2 (T) 0.286 1.270 10 

3 (T) 0.295 0.941 17 

4 (O) 0.256 0.369 23 

 

a Coordination is either octahedral (O) or tetrahedral (T) for Fe sites. 

 

Figure 3-5. 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of NAFO-0.52, recorded at 298 K and evaluated with 4 

Lorentzian shaped doublets. The Fe occupancy obtained from Mössbauer fitting closely matches 

Fe occupancy obtained through Rietveld refinement and suggests that Fe is in the 3+ valence state 

after synthesis. 
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Although there are no indications of the presence of ferrous iron (Fe2+) in the obtained 

Mössbauer spectra, it is likely that Fe2+ exists in small amounts on octahedral sites in the both the 

NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 β" compositions. This is due to the dark color of the powders (deep 

red for NAFO-0.52 and black for NAFO-0.75), as typically seen in Fe2+ containing materials, as 

well as the ability to measure electronic conduction in the as-synthesized pellet (vide supra) which 

requires Fe2+ to be present in the structure. The lack of Fe2+ detection is consistent with previous 

studies of Fe substitution into K- β"-ferrite which were also not able measure the presence of Fe2+. 

The authors of that study suggested this is not unexpected as Fe2+ content is low and, due to fast 

electron hopping between Fe2+/Fe3+ ions, peak overlap in the Mössbauer spectra is likely, as shown 

in magnetite.38,39,40 

 

Figure 3-6. a) 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of NAFO-0.75 powder, recorded at 298 K and evaluated with an 

exact line shape full static Hamiltonian approach and b) and a hyperfine field distribution approach. The 

fittings utilized 5 components: one paramagnetic doublet octahedral site (Oct-para), two identical 

octahedral sties with hyperfine field distributions (Oct-HFD), and two tetrahedral sites (Tet-1 and Tet-2). 

Due to the low resolution of the spectra and the complicated nature of magnetic interactions within the 

structure, site occupancy calculations were not possible. 

a b 
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The higher Fe content NAFO-0.75 displays a much more complicated 57Fe Mössbauer 

spectrum due to the observed magnetic hyperfine interactions at room temperature. Figure 3-6 

displays the two attempted fittings of the NAFO-0.75 Mössbauer spectrum based on a classical 

Hamiltonian approach with Lorentzian shaped lines and a hyperfine field distribution approach. 

Adequate refinements were achieved using four magnetic split sextets for Fe3+ (two ascribed to 

the octahedral and two to the tetrahedral sites based on the Mössbauer parameters). Additionally, 

one paramagnetic doublet, which is low in relative area fraction, is ascribed to Fe3+ in octahedral 

coordination. There is no firm evidence for the presence of Fe2+. As only four sites are available 

in the structure, but a minimum of 5 components are needed for adequate refinement, it was 

assumed that two of the magnetic split components both belong to Fe3+ in the same octahedral site. 

The paramagnetic doublet site is ascribed to the other octahedral site which shows mainly an 

occupation with Al3+. Due to the low Fe content at this site, the magnetic super-exchange is most 

likely hindered. For the two remaining magnetic components, the refined isomer shift clearly 

indicates tetrahedral coordination although the quadrupole splitting is high. This may suggest that 

there is a distorted Fe tetrahedral site, but also may be due to an artefact because of the high 

correlation between the internal magnetic field Hf,eq. Based on the low resolution and magnetic 

hyperfine distribution effects, observed in the broad resonance absorption lines, more detailed 

refinement and site occupancy calculations were not possible.  

3.3.2 Electronic conduction through Fe-sites 

Due to the β" ‘spinel’ block structure, analysis of transition metal substitution for Al to 

promote electronic conduction has focused on the question of octahedral site occupancy. 

Appreciable electronic conduction has been difficult to achieve in the β" structure due to the 
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preferential doping into tetrahedral (T) sites over octahedral (O) sites.34 The short bond distances 

between Al T sites and tetrahedrally coordinated oxygen atoms as well as the large bond distances 

between Al T-T sites render Fe3+ reduction to Fe2+ and subsequent electronic conduction through 

T sites unlikely. Electronic conduction by electron hopping through transitions from Fe2+ to Fe3+ 

is favored in structures where the possibility of charge transfer occurs within one equivalent lattice 

site to maintain equilibrium throughout the crystal. One example is Fe3O4 where electronic 

conduction occurs between Fe3+/Fe2+ on octahedral sites only.40 Thus, it has been theorized that if 

an appreciable amount of mixed valence Fe can be doped into octahedral sites, ~26 % based on 

Kagomé lattice percolation threshold modeling, electronic conduction should occur through the 

spinel block in an electron hopping mechanism similar to multivalent conductive spinel ferrites 

such as NiFe2O4 and ZnFe2O4.
41 

In the synthesized NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 materials, Fe substitution into octahedral 

sites was found to be higher than into tetrahedral sites (Table 3-1). The high octahedral site 

occupancy by Fe, ~60% NAFO-0.52 and ~83% for NAFO-0.75, may result from the chelation of 

metal ions in the sol, leading to homogeneous gel-formation and sustained Al/Fe mixing 

throughout synthesis. As this degree of octahedral Fe occupancy is higher than the calculated 

percolation threshold, electronic conduction is expected. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements carried out on an 86% dense 

NAFO-0.52 sintered pellet were used to characterize electronic conductivity and ionic 

conductivity contributions in the Fe-substituted Na β"-Al2O3 material. The EIS measurement is 

shown in Figure 3-7 with the modeled equivalent circuit illustrated in the inset. The ionic 

conductivity can be split into bulk ionic conductivity 𝜎b,Na+ and grain boundary conductivity 

𝜎gb,Na+, which are measured to be  1.7 x 10-3 S cm-1 and 1.2 x 10-7 S cm-1, respectively. A bulk 
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ionic conductivity on the order of 10-3 S cm-1 is of the same order of magnitude as that of the un-

doped polycrystalline11 Na β"-Al2O3 structure at room temperature, indicating that 52 % Fe for Al 

substitution into the β"-Al2O3 structure maintains the conduction plane structure which enables 

rapid Na+ transport. The bulk ionic conductivity of NAFO-0.52 is also an order of magnitude larger 

than that of NASICON type solid electrolyte Na1+xZr2P3−xSixO12 (0 ≤ x ≤ 3) (~10-4 S cm-1) 3 and 

several orders of magnitude larger than transition metal substituted NASICON type 

Na3V2(PO4)3 (~10-6.5 S cm-1) 42 and Na1 + xTi2 − xAlx(PO4)3 (x = 0.6 – 0.9) (~10-7 S cm-1) 43 at room 

temperature.  

The diffusion coefficient was calculated from the ionic conductivity to compare the 

diffusion coefficient of NAFO-0.52 to other high-rate electrode materials. The Nernst-Einstein 

relation can be used to calculate a Na+ diffusion coefficient through the bulk of the material as44 

 𝐷𝑁𝑎+ =
𝜎

𝑏,𝑁𝑎+𝑅𝑇

𝐶𝑁𝑎+𝐹2     Eq. S1 

where R is the gas constant, T is temperature, 𝑐𝑁𝑎+ is the molar concentration of Na+ per unit 

volume obtained from Rietveld refinement, and F is Faraday’s constant The diffusion coefficient 

of Na+ in NAFO-0.52 is calculated to be 9 x 10−8 cm2 s-1, well surpassing the diffusion coefficient 

of ~10-10 cm2 s-1 typically observed in  NASICON type materials5 (for Na3V2(PO4)3, 𝐷𝑁𝑎+ ≈10-10 

cm2 s-1 REF 45 and for NaTi2(PO4)3, 𝐷𝑁𝑎+ ≈ 10-12- 10-13 cm2 s-1 REF 46). based on the modeled electronic 

resistance from EIS data is 1.5 x 10-7 S cm-1. While sufficient to achieve mixed electronic-ionic 

conduction, electronic conductivity on this order of magnitude is lower than that of 

pseudocapacitive, high-power electrode materials for Li-ion batteries such as T-Nb2O5 (~ 10-5 S 

cm-1) 47 and TiO2(B) (~ 10−5 S cm-1).48 (See Table 3-5 for a summary of materials properties 

discussed.) 
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Figure 3-7. Electronic 𝜎el, bulk ionic 𝜎b,Na+ and grain boundary 𝜎gb,Na+ conductivities of a NAFO-0.52 

sintered pellet with silver blocking electrodes were determined by electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS). The EIS data was fit to the equivalent circuit shown in the inset giving 𝜎b,Na+  = 1.7 

x 10-3 S cm-1, 𝜎gb = 1.2 x 10-7 S cm-1, and 𝜎el = 1.5 x 10-7 S cm-1. 
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Table 3-5. Conductivities and diffusion coefficients of materials discussed throughout Chapter 3. 

Material 

Conductivity  

[S cm-1] 
Diffusion 

Coefficient 

 [cm2 s-1] 

Test environment, 

technique 

Electrolyte, 

Electrode 
REF 

Ionic Electronic 

Na3V2(PO4)3@C/G  --- --- 
4.59 x 10−10 

 

25 °C; 1 M 

NaClO4 in EC/DEC 

(1:2; v/v) with 2 

vol.% FEC, EIS 

Electrode 45 

P2-

Na2/3Ni1/3Mn1/3 

Ti1/3O2 

--- --- 10−10 - 10−9 

RT, 1M NaClO4 in 

EC/DEC (1:1; v/v) 

with 5 vol.% FEC, 

GITT 

Electrode 49 

Na3V2(PO4)3 ~10-6.5 --- 
6×10−13 –  2×10−15 

cm2 s-1 

-   Polycrystalline, 

RT, EIS 

-   RT, 1 M NaPF6 in 

propylene carbonate 

(PC), GITT 

Electrode 42,50 

Na3Fe2(PO4)3 --- --- 2.4 × 10−8 cm2 s−1 

RT, 1M NaClO4 in 

EC/DMC (1:1; v/v), 

CV 

Electrode 51 

Na3Fe2(PO4)P2O7@ 

RGO 
--- --- 

1 × 10−11 – 5 × 

10−10  cm2 s−1 

RT, 1M NaClO4 in 

EC/DEC (1:1; v/v) 

5% FEC, GITT 

Electrode 52 
  

NaTi2(PO4)3 --- --- ~4 × 10−15 cm2 s-1 

RT, 1M NaClO4 in 

EC/DMC (1:1; v/v), 

CV 

Electrode 53 

T-Nb2O5 --- 3 x 10-5 --- 

Polycrystalline 

300K, four-point 

probe 

Electrode 47 

TiO2(B) --- 8 x 10−5 --- 
Polycrystalline, 

Room Temperature 
Electrode 48 

Na1 + xTi2 − xAlx(PO4)

3 

x = 0.6 – 0.9 

1.3 x 

10-7 
--- --- Polycrystalline, RT Electrolyte 43 

Na1+x Zr2P3−xSixO12 

0 ≤ x ≤ 3 

6.7 × 

10−4 
--- --- 

Polycrystalline, 

Room Temperature, 

EIS 

Electrolyte 3 
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Na3.1Zr1.95Mg0.05Si2

PO12 

~3.5 × 

10−3 
--- ~5 × 10−8 

Polycrystalline, 

Room Temperature, 

EIS, CV 

Electrolyte 54 

Li3N 
6.6 x 

10-4 
--- --- 

Polycrystalline at 25 

°C, EIS 
Electrolyte 55 

Na1.67Li0.33Al11O17 1 x 10-3 --- --- 
Polycrystalline β" at 

25 °C 
Electrolyte 11 

NAFO-0.52 
1.7 x 

10-3 
1.2 x 10-7 9 x 10−8 

Polycrystalline 25 

°C, EIS 
Electrode 

This 

work 

 

3.3.3 Sodium charge-storage properties of Fe- substituted beta” alumina 

The combination of a high bulk ionic conductivity and a sufficient level of electronic 

conduction led us to characterize the charge storage properties of Fe-substituted Na β"-Al2O3 as a 

Na-ion electrode material. Galvanostatic (GV) measurements provide insight regarding the 

attainable capacity and the maximum number of Na-ions that can be reversibly cycled into the 

material (Figure 3-8). Due to the partially filled sodium sites in the pristine material, the open 

circuit voltage is typically in the range of 2.3 - 2.5 V vs Na/Na+. Notably, GV cycling demonstrates 

that at a 0.5C rate, the capacity of NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 are nearly equal at 66 mAh g-1 (1.9 

mol Na+) and 61 mAh g-1 (1.9 mol Na+) respectively. In both cases, the capacity from conductive 

carbon has been subtracted. The similar gravimetric capacities and close to 2 mol Na+ inserted at 

slow C-rates implies that the capacity of NAFO compounds is not limited by the amount of Fe2+/3+ 

within the structure but is instead limited by the number of sodium sites available. In the β"  

structure, Na+ can occupy BR sites (Figure 3-3c), resulting in 2 Na+ per site per formula unit (6 per 

unit cell) and a theoretical capacity of ~69 mAh g-1 regardless of excess Fe2+/3+ substitution or the 

amount of Fe on octahedral sites. The proposed reaction mechanism for sodium intercalation into 

NAFO-0.52 is: 
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Equation 3-1 

Na2-x(Al0.48Fe0.52)11O17 + 𝑥Na+ + 𝑥e- ⟷ Na2(Al0.48Fe0.52)11O17    

where 𝑥 ≲ 2 and Fe2+/ Fe3+ is responsible for charge storage. To confirm the GV experiments 

indicating that ~1.9 mols Na+ are removed per NAFO-0.52 formula unit, energy dispersive x-ray 

(EDX) analysis was performed on ex-situ NAFO-0.52 electrodes cycled to the upper and lower 

voltage window limits (0.2 and 2.5 V vs Na/Na+). In this way it is possible to estimate the change 

in sodium concentration upon complete charge and discharge. The Na:Fe ratio for each electrode 

was identified (Table 3-6); an estimated 1.7 mol Na+ were inserted per formula unit throughout 

0.5C 

20C 

0.5C 

20C 

a 
b 

Figure 3-8. Galvanostatic cycling from 2.5 to 0.2 V vs Na/Na+ of a) NAFO-0.52 and b) 

NAFO-0.75 composite electrodes at charge-discharge rates of 0.5C, 1C, 2C, 5C, 10C and 20C 

demonstrating high-rate capability and similar Na-ion insertion at slow rates (1.9 mol Na+, 66 

mAh g-1 for NAFO-0.52 and 61 mAh g-1, 1.9 mol Na+ for NAFO-0.75). The capacity attributed 

to sodiation of 15 wt% conductive carbon in the composite electrode has been subtracted and 

the displayed capacity is normalized to the active material only. The 1C-rate is defined as the 

integrated capacity from a 0.1 mV s-1 cyclic voltammogram. 
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the voltage window based on the difference in Na-ion content in the ex-situ electrodes. Thus, the 

EDX results suggest that 𝑥 ≲ 2 is a reasonable assumption in Equation 3-1.  

Table 3-6. Na and Fe atom % determined by energy dispersive X-ray analysis on ex-situ NAFO-0.52 

electrodes (pristine, cycled to 2.5 V, and cycled to 0.2 V). Electrodes were soaked in DMC and dried in 

an Ar atmosphere prior to measurements. Average atom % is used to calculate an average Na:Fe ratio for 

each electrode. The difference between the Na:Fe ratio in the electrode cycled to 2.5 V and 0.2 V is used 

to calculate the mol Na inserted per formula unit into NAFO-0.52 with 5.72 mol Fe per formula unit. The 

amount of Na in the pristine electrode is calculated for comparison. 

  Pristine Cycled to 2.5 V Cycled to 0.2 V 

EDX Map #* Element Atom % 

Map 1 
Fe 5.15 1.77 4.71 

Na 1.83 5.92 12.03 

Map 2 
Fe 5.01 1.31 3.59 

Na 1.86 3.91 11.25 

Map 3 
Fe 3.86 1.64 3.49 

Na 1.66 4.85 12.11 

Map 4 
Fe 4.81 2.64 -- 

Na 1.72 7.96 -- 

Map 5 
Fe -- 3.29 -- 

Na -- 9.51 -- 

Map 6 
Fe -- 3.29 -- 

Na -- 10.2 -- 

Map 7 
Fe -- 4..93 -- 

Na -- 8.70 -- 

Average Na: Fe 0.37 2.71 3.00 

Calculated mol Na inserted 

based on 5.72 Fe per 

formula unit 

2.13 1.67 

*each map represents various sections of the electrode surface 
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The GV cycling also demonstrates the excellent capacity retention from a rate of 

0.5C to 20C (71 % and 65 % for NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75, respectively) and 

underscores the slightly superior rate capability of NAFO-0.52 compared to that of NAFO-

0.75. The galvanostatic charge-discharge curves do not display any obvious voltage 

plateaus throughout the voltage window, suggesting that the β" structure does not undergo 

a phase transition upon sodiation or desodiation. Comparison of the ex-situ XRD patterns 

of a pristine, a fully sodiated (1st cycle) and fully desodiated (10th cycle) NAFO-0.52 

electrode (Figure 3-9) confirms that the integrity of the β" structure was maintained upon 

full sodiation to 0.2 V vs Na/Na+ and conversion to Fe0 is avoided. Similarly, the β" 

structure is maintained upon sodium removal to 2.5 V vs Na/Na+. Rietveld refinement on 

an NAFO-0.52 electrode after 10 cycles at 1C confirms that the lattice parameters did not 

change significantly (Table 3-7), further indicating that the β" structure shows stable 

behavior during cycling despite removing nearly all the Na+ (𝑥 ≲ 2) on each cycle. 

Additional evidence of active material stability was demonstrated through EIS of NAFO-

0.52 vs Na-metal at various voltages during charge and discharge, starting from open 

circuit voltage after pre-cycling at 1.9 V vs Na/Na+. Cell resistance 𝑅Ω and charge transfer 

resistance 𝑅CT were found to be nearly constant throughout the voltage window (Figure 

3-10), highlighting β" phase stability and the avoidance of interfacial reactions. Cycling 

stability of NAFO-0.52 was also confirmed by demonstrating 95% capacity retention at 1C 

over 50 cycles while maintaining a coulombic efficiency over 99.3% (Figure 3-11).  
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Figure 3-9. Comparison of the X-ray diffraction pattern of a pristine, uncycled electrode and electrodes 

galvanostatically cycled to 0.2 V (1st cycle) and 2.5 V vs Na/Na+  (10th cycle). The shifts in peak positions 

indicate a compression of the unit cell upon Na removal to 2.5 V and expansion of the unit cell upon Na 

insertion to 0.2 V, highlighted by the vertical lines at the (1 0 10) and (0 2 10) reflections and corresponding 

shifts of the 0.2 and 2.5 V reflections. The 0.2 V diffraction pattern demonstrates that there is no obvious 

structural breakdown or conversion reaction that occurs at low voltages such as the formation of Fe2O3 or 

Na-metal. The small peak at ~32° 2𝜃 reveals that a small amount of the β" phase has been converted to the 

β phase, which does not appear to significantly affect cycling behavior due to the capacity retention and 

high Coulombic efficiency (Figure 3-11). 

(1 0 10) (0 2 10)

Kapton tape Cu
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Table 3-7. Lattice parameters of NAFO-0.52 before cycling and after 10 cycles at 1C, highlighting the 

structural stability after sodium insertion and de-insertion. 

 

Lattice Parameter Pristine 10 cycles at 1C 

a [Å] 5.79 5.79 

c [Å] 34.66 34.75 

V [Å³] 1007.32 1007.51 

 

The fundamental kinetic properties of NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 composite electrodes 

were determined using cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements. The CV measurements between 

2.5 and 0.2 V vs Na/Na+ at rates from 0.1 to 1.0 mV s-1, shown in Figure 3-12a and b, are highly 

R
CT

 

R
Cell

 

a 
b 

Figure 3-10. a) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of an NAFO-0.52 vs Na metal coin-cell 

with corresponding equivalent circuit fitting (shown in the inset). EIS spectra were obtained after holding 

for 30 min at the indicated voltage to reach an equilibrium state. Throughout cycling, the cell resistance 

Rcell and charge transfer resistance RCT remain stable (b), suggesting the absence of interfacial reactions or 

secondary phase formation. 
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reversible producing one broad redox peak centered at ~0.7 V vs Na/Na+ and a broad tail from 

~1.2 to 2.5 V vs Na/Na+. This demonstrated reversibility and low-voltage stability are contrary to 

behavior observed in CV measurements of Fe-oxide materials Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 where a high 

capacity Fe conversion peak is observed at low voltages upon sodiation (or lithiation) and the 

corresponding desodiation is polarized by as much as ~1 V.56,45 Although a similar Fe-oxide 

structure exists in the spinel block of the β" material, there is no evidence of any conversion to Fe0 

upon sodium insertion into either NAFO-0.52 or NAFO-0.75. 

 

Figure 3-11. NAFO-0.52 galvanostatic cycling sodiation (blue) and desodiation (pink) capacity at a 1C-

rate (after galvanostatic rate cycling shown in Figure 3-5a) with corresponding Coulombic efficiency 

(yellow), indicating > 95 % capacity retention over 50 cycles and > 99 % efficiency.  

 

The broad nature of the NAFO-0.52 and NAFO-0.75 redox peaks in addition to the lack of 

substantial peak polarization suggest a capacitor-like charge storage mechanism for the Fe2+/Fe3+ 

redox process.57 Pseudocapacitance, a redox-based charge storage mechanism that occurs on 
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timescales similar to that of electrical double layer capacitors (EDLCs), is typically demonstrated 

in nano-sized particles due to the ample availability of surface storage sites.58 The combination of 

such broad redox peaks and fast charge storage kinetics exhibited with micron sized particles of 

the NAFO materials is thus highly unusual and was investigated further.  

 The starting point for the kinetic studies is to determine the power-law relationship between 

current (i) and sweep rate (v):57  

Equation 3-2 

𝑖(𝑣) = 𝑎𝑣𝑏 

where a is a constant and b is the power-law exponent. This analysis can be used to determine the 

qualitative nature of a redox reaction such that a diffusion limited redox reaction gives b = 0.5 

based on the sweep rate dependence of the Randles-Sevcik equation whereas a surface-controlled 

redox reaction gives b = 1, similar to EDLC charge storage mechanisms.57,59 Analysis of peak 

a b=0.94 

b=0.89 

NAFO-0.75 NAFO-0.52 
b b=0.97 

b=0.99 

Figure 3-12. Cyclic voltammetry from 0.1 mv s-1 to 1.0 mV s-1 of a) NAFO-0.52 and b) NAFO-0.75 

electrodes vs Na metal foil in a two-electrode coin cell configuration. The broad nature of the peaks and 

the peak current b-value determination, as indicated next to the peaks, suggest a capacitor-like charge 

storage mechanism.  
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currents from sweep rates of 0.1 to 1.0 mV s-1 resulted in b-values of 0.97 and 0.99 for NAFO-

0.52 cathodic and anodic peaks, respectively, indicating a surface-controlled charge storage 

mechanism. The b-values of 0.94 and 0.89 determined for cathodic and anodic peaks, respectively, 

for NAFO-0.75 peak currents suggested that charge storage kinetics are dominated by a similar 

surface-controlled process as that for NAFO-0.52.  

We also used step potential electrochemical spectroscopy (SPECS) to gain more 

quantitative insight into the nature of the capacitor-like vs. diffusion-controlled currents during 

NAFO-0.52 cycling.60,61 In this method, a 10-mV potential step is applied and the current response 

is measured while holding at that potential for an equilibration period of 300 seconds. This is 

repeated throughout the entire potential window such that each potential step can be taken as a 

jump in voltage from an equilibrium current value. The current response can then be modeled 

using two capacitive current models, a diffusion-limited current model, and a residual current 

based on the small but non-zero current value after 300 seconds. The two modeled capacitive 

currents represent the geometric capacitive current ig [A g-1] (from the electrode-electrolyte 

surface) and the porous capacitive current ip [A g-1] (from the internal interfaces of the electrode)  

Equation 3-3 

𝑖𝑔 =
∆𝐸

𝑅1
exp (−

𝑡

𝑅1𝐶1
), 

Equation 3-4 

𝑖𝑝 =
∆𝐸

𝑅2
exp (−

𝑡

𝑅2𝐶2
), 

where ∆𝐸 is the voltage step size [V], R is resistance [Ω ∙ g], C is capacitance [F g-1], and t is time 

[s]. The diffusion-controlled current can be modeled from the Cottrell equation for semi-infinite 

planar diffusion31:  
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Equation 3-5 

𝑖𝑑 =  
𝐵

𝑡1/2 [A g-1] 

where B is a fitting parameter. The total current at each voltage step can then be taken as  

Equation 3-6 

 𝑖𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑖𝑔 + 𝑖𝑝 + 𝑖𝑑 + 𝑖𝑟,   

where 𝑖𝑟 [A g-1] is the residual current. Given this model of a time-dependent current response 

throughout the voltage window, the current response can then be reevaluated at an assumed sweep 

rate to give a calculated cyclic voltammogram.32 The reconstructed CV of NAFO-0.52 at 0.01 mV 

s-1 is shown in Figure 3-13, demonstrating the high values of 𝑖𝑝 (the capacitive current within the 

electrode) throughout the redox process from 0.5 to 1.2 V vs Na/Na+. Comparing the calculated 

SPECS voltammogram at 0.001 mV s-1 and the experimental data collected at a sweep rate of 0.1 

mV s-1, the SPECS analysis does an excellent job of capturing the electrochemical features of the 

Fe3+/Fe2+ redox. An example of a modeled current response is shown in Figure 3-13b and c.  

Now, with experimental CV measurements at sweep rates from 0.1 to 1.0 mV s-1 (Figure 

3-12a), k1/k2 analysis was performed to compare the percentage of surface controlled vs. diffusion 

controlled current responses in NAFO-0.52.57,62 In k1/k2 analysis, the relationship between current 

𝑖 and sweep rate 𝑣 in surface- (𝑖 ∝ 𝜈) and diffusion-controlled (𝑖 ∝ 𝜈1/2) mechanisms are 

qualitatively compared through the proportionality constants k1 and k2 as:57 

Equation 3-7 

𝑖(𝑣) = 𝑘1𝑣 + 𝑘2𝑣1/2. 

Similarly, for reconstructed CVs from SPECS analysis at 0.01 and 0.1 mV s-1, modeled capacitive 

currents (Figure 3-13) were taken throughout the voltage window as the capacitive percentage of 

the total current 𝑖𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙:  
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Equation 3-8 

% surface-controlled =
𝑖𝑔+𝑖𝑝

𝑖𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
,   

where 𝑖𝑔 is the geometric capacitive current and 𝑖𝑝 is the porous capacitive current. The breakdown 

of contributions of diffusion and capacitive controlled currents are shown in Figure 3-14a, ranging 

from 81% capacitive-current at 0.01 mV s-1 from SPECS analysis to 94% capacitive-current at 1.0 

mV s-1 from k1/k2 analysis. The % capacitive current obtained from SPECS analysis at 0.1 mV s-1 

corresponds relatively well to that obtained from cyclic voltammetry at the same rate (91 vs 83%, 

respectively). The corresponding CV at 1.0 mV s-1 with the capacitive current region, k1𝑣, shaded 

is displayed in Figure 3-14b. SPECS analysis allows for reconstruction of CVs at sweep rates 

slower than practically obtained though CV. Thus at 0.01 mV s-1, an 81% capacitive current is 

close to that of an of intrinsic material property without limitations in charge storage that occur 

when fast sweep rates inflate the capacitive contribution.  
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a b 

c 

Figure 3-13. a.) Reconstruction of cyclic voltammetry currents at 0.01 mV s-1 based on step-potential 

electrochemical spectroscopy (SPECS) analysis where 𝑖𝑔 is the geometric capacitance current, 𝑖𝑝 is the 

porous capacitance current, 𝑖𝑑 is the diffusion controlled current and 𝑖𝑟 is the residual current. The high 

calculated current values of porous capacitance within the redox active voltage region (~0.3-1.2 V vs 

Na/Na+) confirms the pseudocapacitive nature of the redox process. b) Current decay profile over 300s after 

a 10 mV voltage step to hold at 0.84 V vs Na/Na+. Currents from SPECS fitting model are shown where 𝑖𝑔 

is the geometric capacitive current, 𝑖𝑝 is the porous capacitive current, 𝑖𝑑 is the diffusion-controlled current, 

𝑖𝑟 is the residual current, and 𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the sum of the modeled currents. c) A zoomed-in view of the first 50 

seconds displaying the short response time for capacitive currents, < 5 s for 𝑖𝑔 and < 30 s for  𝑖𝑝, compared 

to the longer response times for the diffusion controlled current. 
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3.4 Discussion 

Due to the relatively low electronic conductivity, 1-10 μm particle size, and low 

electrochemical surface area available for surface charge storage in the Fe-substituted β" material, 

it is unexpected that the electrochemical kinetics of the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox process in NAFO-0.52 

have capacitor-like electrochemical signatures. However, the high Na-ion conductivity retained in 

the Fe-substituted structure enables high-rate performance and capacitor-like electrochemical 

signatures are indeed observed. Moreover, the avoidance of a conversion reaction at low potentials 

(0.2 V vs Na/Na+) highlights the useful properties that can arise from electrodes designed from the 

modification of thermodynamically stable solid electrolytes. In order to compare the rate 

performance of NAFO-0.52 to other high-rate electrodes reported to date, it is helpful to consider 

the relative capacity of the electrode material as a function of C-rate. In this analysis, the capacity 

a b 

Figure 3-14. a) Percent capacitive, diffusional, and residual currents of a NAFO-0.52 composite 

electrode as determined by SPECS and k1/k2 analysis. b) k1/k2 analysis of NAFO-0.52 results in a 

94% capacitive current at a scan rate of 1.0 mV s-1. 
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for a given material is normalized by its theoretical capacity and a value of 1 indicates the material 

is operating at its theoretical capacity. This normalized capacity for various Na-ion electrode 

materials in nonaqueous electrolyte half cells is plotted as a function of C-rate in Figure 3-15. A 

particularly useful feature of this plot is that it indicates the C-rate where the capacity begins to 

exhibit a significant decrease.  

The capacity of NAFO-0.52 is close to theoretical at a 0.5C rate and its capacity retention 

at high rate is comparable to the best performing high-rate nonaqueous electrodes such as P2-phase 

substituted oxides.49,63 Figure 3-15 also demonstrates the superior rate retention of NAFO-0.52 

compared to that of bulk NASICON-type cathode materials Na3V2(PO4)3,
50 Na3Fe2(PO4)(P2O7),

52 

and Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F 64  and that of an anode material NaTi2(PO4)3.
53  The relatively sluggish 

high-rate kinetics of NASICON-type materials doped with redox active transition-metal ions 

investigated to date can be explained by the phase transition that is triggered by the insertion/de-

insertion of Na.5,64,65 Achieving good charge storage retention at high rates has been difficult with 

Na-ion analogues to Li-ion materials due to the larger size of the Na-ion compared to the Li-ion. 

Thus, the Fe-doped Na-β" alumina electrode presented here represents a viable alternative to 

existing high-power, low-voltage anodes for Na-ion batteries and Na-ion capacitors.66,67 
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Figure 3-15. Comparison of normalized capacity of high-rate Na-ion battery electrode materials vs metal 

foil as a function of logC-rate. This data highlights the superior capacity retention of NAFO-0.52 compared 

to NASICON-type materials and comparable rate performance with the best performing high-rate Na-ion 

electrodes to date. 49,50,52,53,64 The C-rates of presented materials have been recalculated from reported data 

to represent time to charge (1C = 1 hour). Only materials tested without carbon matrix composites or 

coatings, or highly nanostructured arrays are included to illustrate fundamental materials properties. Each 

material was tested with an active material loading between 1 and 4 mg cm-2. 

 

In addition to its potential use as a negative electrode for Na-ion batteries, the Fe-doped 

Na-β" alumina electrode represents a model system which enables us to establish a set of design 

rules to guide the development of electrode materials that are based on solid electrolytes. First, a 

redox-active ion should be substituted that does not significantly affect the electrolyte crystal 

structure such that ion insertion does not induce a phase transition in the host material. If minimal 

structural changes are introduced by substituting a redox active transition metal, the high ionic 

conductivity of the parent solid electrolyte may be preserved. The change in structure upon 
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transition metal substitution may explain why NASICON-type materials have limited stability, 

cycle life and rate-performance. This behavior can also be seen in the slightly lower effective Na+ 

diffusion coefficient of the mixed-ion-electron conducting NASICON-type materials (10-10–10-14 

cm2 s-1) compared to that of the parent solid-electrolyte phase (10-8 cm2 s-1) (see Table 3-5).5 

Second, it is helpful to start with a sodiated (or lithiated) electrolyte structure to provide a 

reasonable guarantee that stable insertion-ion lattice sites and fast diffusion pathways are present 

in the starting material. Third, the selected electrolyte material should have an insertion ion (i.e., 

Na+) to redox-active ion (TM) ratio greater than 1. If the Na+/TM ratio is less than one, as 

demonstrated here, the gravimetric capacity will be too low for the material to be practically useful. 

Finally, there needs to be a conductive scaffold, such as reduced graphene oxide or carbon coating, 

to enhance the electronic conductivity in the electrode composite. This is to offset the small polaron 

conduction mechanism for 3d transition metals which results in low electronic conductivity and 

limits the rate capability despite a high ionic conductivity. One class of materials which may 

provide opportunities to meet these design requirements is the superionic conductor Na3PnX4 (Pn 

= P,Sb; X = S, Se) due to having the insertion ion to transition metal ratio being >1 and the many 

options for transition metal substitution.68,69,70,71    

3.5 Conclusion 

The research reported here has demonstrated the successful modification of a solid 

electrolyte, Na- β" alumina, into an Fe-redox electrode material for sodium-ion batteries. The 

characteristic conduction plane for Na+ transport is retained, and the ionic conductivity is 

comparable to the parent material. Electrode materials containing the 1-10 𝜇m sized particles 

achieve nearly theoretical capacity for sodium storage at 0.5C and retain more than 70% of 

theoretical capacity up to a charge-discharge rate of 20C. In contrast to NASICON-type materials, 
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the fast, reversible kinetics of the Fe-substituted Na β" alumina indicates that the material 

overcomes the kinetic limitations associated with sodium ion transport processes by maintaining 

its structure for fast ion conduction. This approach demonstrates that superionic conductors can be 

modified into high-power electrodes that take advantage of the intrinsically high ionic 

conductivity, although insertion ion sites and structural properties must be taken into consideration 

for practical material design. In this way, Fe–substituted β"–Al2O3 offers a promising direction for 

designing high-rate redox electrodes from solid-state electrolytes. 
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4. Chapter 4. High-rate, Nb2O5-based Li-ion battery full-cell devices 

4.1 Introduction 

Fast charging batteries have received considerable attention because of the rapidly growing 

interest in renewable technologies and electric vehicles (EV).1-3 The batteries used for such 

applications require not only high power density but also high stability, life span, and most 

importantly, safety.4-6 Traditional batteries based on graphite and lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) 

electrodes have found difficulty in meeting these high power requirements with serious safety 

concerns.7-9 Despite the low cost, graphite anodes have faced many fundamental challenges 

including slow Li-ion de-solvation and potential Li dendrite formation with subsequent thermal 

runaway upon overcharging. Additionally, a highly resistive solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) 

layer on graphite has caused slow charge transfer across the anode/electrolyte interface and 

crystallographic tortuosity contributes to the sluggish bulk diffusion of Li+ in graphite due to the 

anisotropic nature of the graphite layer.9  Therefore, researchers have been incorporating new 

chemistries that enable fast charging/discharging, such as using lithium titanate (LTO) or niobium 

titanium oxide (TNO) in place of graphite and replacing lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) with lithium 

iron phosphate (LFP) or lithium manganese oxide (LMO).10-13 These electrode materials, either 

with three-dimensional open crystal channels or in nanoparticle form of concurrent intercalation 

pathways, provide facile lithium transport and a stable surface chemistry that ensures thermal 

stability and high-rate cyclability.14,15  

T-phase Nb2O5 is attractive as a negative electrode material due to its ability to store Li-

ions through rapid pseudocapacitance (surface-limited Faradaic reactions) and its potential 

scalability for commercialization.16-21 The charge-discharge profile shows a linear slope storing 

charge within a stable potential region that avoids electrolyte breakdown and lithium plating. What 
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makes Nb2O5 especially interesting is its pseudocapacitive charge storage mechanism, which 

offers the prospect of charging high-power devices in seconds rather than hours.16,17 With well-

designed nanostructures, researchers have used Nb2O5 to demonstrate several impressive energy 

storage features, such as rapid charging/discharging (170 mAh g-1 in 1 min),18 electrodes of high 

volumetric capacity (962 F cm-3 at 1C),19 and great capacity retention with high mass loading (11 

mg cm-2 at 10C).20 One tradeoff for the reliable high-power operation resulting in long cycle life, 

less resistive SEI formation, and good thermal stability is the moderate energy due to the ~1.6 V 

redox potential.21,22 Most recently, carbide-derived Nb2O5 has achieved a high gravimetric 

capacity of 300 mAh g-1 over 500 cycles with a three-electron charge transfer process,23 indicating 

Nb2O5 can potentially provide comparable energy with existing commercial batteries. In addition, 

a hybrid device configuration of Nb2O5 vs carbon has been widely used for high energy capacitors 

to achieve fast charge/discharge.24-26 The fact that Nb2O5 can deliver greater power and a longer 

lifespan than that of traditional battery materials has also make hybrid devices using Nb2O5 an 

attractive approach for achieving high power batteries.  

 Construction of a fast-charging device requires several design considerations to enable 

reliable cell operation with increased safety.27-31 First, the basic requirement of full cell 

construction is to pair positive and negative electrodes with equivalent capacity.27,28 This ensures 

that all active materials can be accessed efficiently during the storage process and enables a 

reasonable amount of charge to shuttle between the electrodes. A mismatched capacity cell design 

can cause irreversible cell failure and, in extreme cases, lead to permanent electrode damage or 

electrolyte shortage caused by over-charge or –discharge, frequently seen as over-grown SEI or 

lithium plating on a graphite electrode upon fast charging.29,30 Second, selecting a cell voltage 

range is important for reliable operation. Electrolyte solvents, such as ethylene carbonate (EC), 
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dimethyl carbonate (DMC), propylene carbonate (PC), could potentially breakdown during fast 

charging operation31-34 and a capacity mismatch could cause the cell voltage window to shift away 

from a stable potential range. Once the cell operation voltage falls outside of the stable range of 

the electrolyte, the full cell can undergo chemical breakdown, leading to capacity fade and self-

heating. Finally, in building an Nb2O5-based full-cell, choosing a cathode with comparable kinetics 

is especially crucial since the device capacity at high rate is likely to be limited by whichever 

electrode has the slower kinetics.29  

With these design considerations, we have developed four different types of Nb2O5-based 3 V 

full cell chemistries (LMO//Nb2O5, LFP//Nb2O5, LCO//Nb2O5, and NCA//Nb2O5) that are each 

evaluated under charge/discharge protocols at rates faster than 10C. Given the new storage 

chemistries, kinetic analysis was used to understand the charge storage mechanism at different 

states-of-charge (SOC) and how these materials can safely maintain fast-charging operation. Since 

the NCA//Nb2O5 chemistry retained the highest capacity under rapid charging conditions, these 

electrodes were further developed into a 1.2 Ah prototype pouch cell built with a pilot line service 

from an industrial manufacturer. These NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cells have demonstrated rapid 4C 

charge/discharge with limited self-heating and an extended cycle life with an industrially scaled 

weight loading, an optimal pairing ratio, and a reliable operating voltage range. These performance 

indicators have revealed the potential for adapting pseudocapacitive materials in commercial 

batteries for rapid charging, minimal heating, and increased safety. 
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4.2 Experimental Methods 

Materials 

The electrode materials used in this study are displayed in Figure 4-1. The Nb2O5-reduced 

graphene oxide (rGO) (Figure 4-1a) used as the negative electrode in full cells was synthesized 

using a solvothermal method followed by post-annealing under inner atmosphere.35 Briefly, 0.582 

g C4H4NNbO9•xH2O (CBMM, Araxá, Brazil), 0.075 mL HCl (37% solution in water, Fisher 

Scientific), and 0.66 mL of graphene oxide solution (2 wt%, Graphenea, San Sebastián, Spain) 

were uniformly mixed in 50 mL water/ethanol (1:2 vol%) solution. The precursor solution, which 

was kept in a Parr reactor at 180 °C for the solvothermal synthesis, yields amorphous Nb2O5-rGO 

after 12 hours. The powder was retrieved by centrifugation (3000 rpm) and washed 3 times with 

ethanol (200-proof, Decon Labs, King of Prussia, PA) and dried in a 60 °C oven. To obtain T-

phase Nb2O5-rGO, the amorphous powder was annealed at 550 °C for 12 hours under argon flow 

at 120 sccm. The X-ray diffraction pattern confirms the orthorhombic phase (JCPDS 30-873) of 

Nb2O5 with a Scherrer size of 32 nm. 

The cathode material mesoporous lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4, LMO, Figure 4-1b) 

was synthesized using a sol-gel method incorporating a home-made polymethylmethacrylate 

(PMMA) microsphere suspension (55.3 mg mL-1).36 First, 2.2 mmol lithium nitrate (LiNO3, 

MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA) and 4 mmol manganese nitrate tetrahydrate (Mn(NO3)2•4H2O, 

Alfa Aesar, Tewksbury, MA) were completely dissolved in a 6.78 mL aqueous PMMA colloidal 

suspension by continuous stirring. The precursor suspension was pre-heated in an oil bath at 60˚C 

for 40 mins and poured into a petri dish kept at 25 ˚C with 20-28% humidity. After drying for 11 

hours, a translucent gel formed, followed by calcination at 500 ˚C for 2 hours with a ramp rate of 
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2 ˚C/min to form the mesoporous LMO. The X-ray diffraction pattern confirms the spinel phase 

of LMO (JCPDS 35-0782) with a Scherrer size of 20 nm.  

In addition to the synthesized materials, three other cathodes were also paired with the 

Nb2O5-rGO as a full cell: lithium iron phosphate nanoparticles (LiFePO4, LFP, Figure 4-1c) with 

carbon coating was gifted by Professor William Chueh in the Department of Materials Science 

and Engineering at Stanford University,37 and micron-sized lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2, LCO, 

Figure 4-1d) and lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide (LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2, NCA, Figure 4-1e) 

were used as received from the MTI Corporation (Richmond, CA) and BASF Toda America 

(Battle Creek, MI), respectively. The LFP, NCA, and LCO powder were kept in an Ar-filled 

glovebox once received to minimize oxygen and moisture exposure.  

Electrode Preparation 

Active materials were blended with one or two types of conductive carbons in a designated 

binder solution, followed by doctor blading of slurry electrodes. Prior to mixing the slurries, 

conductive carbons including SuperP carbon black (Alfa Aesar, Tewksbury, MA), carbon 

nanofibers (CNF, D × L: 100 nm × 20-200 µm, MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA), and carbon 

nanotubes (CNT, multiwall, OD: 5-15nm, purity > 95%, US Research Nanomaterials, Inc., 

Houston, TX) were heated in a vacuum oven at 110 ˚C. For the negative electrode, Nb2O5-rGO, 

SuperP and CNF were mixed in an aqueous binder solution of styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR, 

MTI Corporation) and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC, Dow Chemical, Midland, MI) with a ratio 

of Nb2O5-rGO:SuperP:CNF:SBR:CMC = 90:2:2:3:3. For positive electrodes, a conductive binder 

of 15 g/L poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT, MW 15000-30000, PDI = 1.6-1.8, 

regioregularity = 89-94%, Rieke Metals, Lincoln, NE) in o-xylene (99%, Extra Dry, ACROS 

Organics, Fair Lawn, NJ) was used to improve the electrode kinetics and effectively prevent the 
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parasitic reaction that occurs from overcharging.38-40 Mesoporous LMO and LFP nanoparticle 

electrodes were prepared with a ratio of 90:5:5 (Active:SuperP:P3HT) and bulk-particle LCO and 

NCA electrodes were made with a ratio of 90:2.5:2.5:5 (Active:CNF:CNT:P3HT). Slurries were 

homogenized using a mortar and pestle and were cast manually onto copper (negative) and 

aluminum (positive) foils with controlled loadings by doctor blading. For building the prototype 

pouch cells, Nb2O5-rGO and NCA slurries were mixed using a slurry mixer (ARE-250 CE, 

THINKY, Laguna Hills, CA) and cast electrode tapes of 930 cm2 using an automatic coater. The 

cast tapes (for both cell formats) were dried in an oven at 60 ˚C to remove visible solvents and 

were transferred to a vacuum oven at 110 ˚C for at least 12 hours for complete drying. 

Full Cell Construction and Electrochemical Characterization 

Development of the Nb2O5 full cells include three different stages: (1) study of full cell 

chemistries, (2) optimization of cell parameters and voltage, and (3) validation in a commercial 

prototype format. The first two stages were carried out using 2032-coin cells and the last stage was 

performed using pouch cells. To make the coin cells, vacuum-dried electrodes were punched into 

0.71 cm2 discs (~2 mg/cm2, or ~0.3 mAh/cm2) and were paired in 2032-coin cells with a Whatman 

GF/C separator soaked in 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC/DEC (1:1:1 vol%). The active mass ratio of 

positive/negative (P/N) electrodes for LMO//Nb2O5, LFP//Nb2O5, LCO//Nb2O5, NCA//Nb2O5 was 

controlled at 1.73, 1.09, 1.14, and 0.85, respectively. These ratios were close to those determined 

by balancing the capacity between 150 mAh g-1 of Nb2O5 (10 wt%, rGO included) and the 

experimental nominal cathode capacity (Figure 4-2a), which is 85 mAh g-1 for LMO, 140 mAh g-

1 for LFP, 131 mAh g-1 for LCO, and 174 mAh g-1 for NCA. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 

galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) were carried out using a VMP-3 potentiostat/galvanostat 

(Bio-Logic). For electrolyte wetting purposes, the as-prepared full cells were allowed to rest for 6 
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hours until a stable cell OCV was reached (~ -50 mV) before testing. The reported full cell capacity 

was normalized by the total weight of both active materials (gtotal). Each cell was initiated by a CV 

measurement at 0.5 mV s-1 for 5 cycles to activate the P3HT binder in the positive electrode. The 

1C-rate used in the GCD measurements was calculated from the cathode loading and the 

corresponding nominal capacity of the 5th cycle of the 0.5 mV s-1 CV. 

A 1.2 Ah pouch cell of NCA//Nb2O5 was built by Battery Streak Inc. with a third-party 

contractor using a jelly-roll configuration (detailed in Table 4-1). Compared with the coin-cell 

electrodes, NCA electrodes gained ductility with additional 1 wt% of carbon (0.5 wt% each for 

CNF and CNT), which prevents visible crack formation during the rolling process. In addition, a 

polypropylene ceramic-coated separator (Targray) was used to replace the rigid glass fiber 

separator to meet the same manufacturing requirement. The as-cast cathode, anode, and electrolyte 

(1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC/DEC (1:1:1 vol%)) were assembled in cell pouches without further 

calendaring. For pouch cell testing, an 8-channel Bio-Logic potentiostat/galvanostat (BCS-815) 

capable of applying maximum 10 A was used for the GCD and electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. The as-made NCA//Nb2O5 pouch cells underwent three cycles 

of formation at a C-rate of C/10 between 2.9 V and 0.5 V using constant-current-constant-voltage 

(CCCV) charge protocol with a 50-mA cut-off current and constant-current (CC) discharge before 

any performance testing. Cell temperature measurements during fast charge/discharge were carried 

2 µm 

(a) Nb2O5-rGO 

5 µm 

(e) NCA 

2 µm 

(c) LFP 

5 µm 

(d) LCO 

1 µm 

(b) LMO 

Figure 4-1. SEM morphologies for different electrode materials used in this study. (a) Nb2O5-rGO (b) 

Mesoporous LiMn2O4 (c) carbon-coated LiFePO4 (d) commercial LiCoO2 (e) commercial 

LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2. 
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out using an infrared thermometer (OS1327D-Series, Omega Engineering, Norwalk, CT) in a low-

temperature oven (10GCE-LT, Quincy Lab Inc., Burr Ridge, IL) with a control accuracy of ±1 C°. 

4.3 Results and Discussion  

Rate Performance for Nb2O5-based Full cells 

 Galvanostatic charge-discharge measurements were used to determine the storage 

performance for four different Nb2O5-based full cells (Figure 4-2). The ideal voltage window of 

full cells can be determined by redox potentials of individual cathode half cells referenced to 

Nb2O5 in Figure 4-2a. Given the operating voltage range of Nb2O5 between 1.2 V and 2.5 V (vs. 

Li/Li+), full cell voltages were adjusted according to the anticipated range, which is 1.5 V - 3 V 

for LMO//Nb2O5, 1 - 2.5 V for LFP//Nb2O5, 1 - 3V for LCO//Nb2O5, and 0.5 - 3 V for NCA//Nb2O5. 

Rate performance for the LMO//Nb2O5 cell was determined by the GCD measurement in Figure 

4-2b. The LMO full cell has a relatively high nominal voltage of 2.3 V and demonstrated a capacity 

of 44 mAh gtotal
-1 at a rate of 2C and 33 mAh gtotal

-1 at 40C, illustrating a remarkable 75% capacity 

retention between a 30 min and 1 min charge/discharge. Figure 4-2c shows GCD performance for 

the LFP//Nb2O5 full cell between 0.5 V and 2.5 V, where the capacity stored at 1C (1 hour) was 

65 mAh gtotal
-1 and gradually decreased to 50 mAh gtotal

-1 at 20C (140 sec). Due to the lower redox 

potential of LFP (3.4 V vs. Li/Li+) compared to those of the other cathodes investigated, the 

nominal voltage for this full cell was also the lowest at 1.75 V. The LCO//Nb2O5 (Figure 4-2d) 

and NCA//Nb2O5 (Figure 4-2e) operated with an intermediate nominal voltage between that of 

LMO//Nb2O5 and LFP//Nb2O5 at 2.1 V. The LCO//Nb2O5 full cell stored a capacity of 70 mAh 

gtotal
-1 at 1C and retained 80% (56 mAh gtotal

-1) of the capacity at 16 C, whereas the NCA//Nb2O5 

showed the higher capacity of 80 mAh gtotal
-1 at 1C and retained a higher capacity of 60 mAh gtotal

-

1 at 16 C. The rate performance for the full cells is best summarized by the Ragone plot in Figure 
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4-2f. Due to the higher nominal voltage, lower capacity, and better capacity retention, the 

LMO//Nb2O5 (94 Wh kgtotal
-1 at 1C) shares a similar power capability with the LFP//Nb2O5 (113 

Wh kgtotal
-1 at 2C) by retaining a specific energy of 70 Wh kgtotal

-1 at the power of 5300 W kgtotal
-

1. The demonstrated performance is equivalent to 70% energy retention in a 45-sec 

charge/discharge, which makes these full cell chemistries ideal for high-power utilization. On the 

other hand, the LCO//Nb2O5 and NCA//Nb2O5 full cells have demonstrated a higher specific 

energy (> 150 Wh kgtotal
-1 at 1C) and retained more than 100 Wh kgtotal

-1 at the power of 3500 W 

kgtotal
-1. This power capability is especially interesting since the micron-size LCO and NCA 

particles were subject to slow bulk diffusion that did not display fast operation in a half cell, 

implying that pairing with Nb2O5 was responsible for the improved performance. 
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Figure 4-2. Galvanostatic profiles for (a) half cells of various electrode materials and full cells of (b) 

LMO//Nb2O5, (c) LFP//Nb2O5, (d) LCO//Nb2O5, and (e) NCA/Nb2O5. (d) Ragone plot comparing 

performance of different Nb2O5-based full cells. 
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Kinetic Analysis on Full Cells  

The following kinetic analysis carried out using cyclic voltammetry (CV) on full cells aims 

to mechanistically explain the performance improvement observed upon pairing diffusion limited 

cathodes with pseudocapacitive Nb2O5. A modified b-value analysis, which uses the entire 

operating potential range instead of a single peak potential, was used to correlate different charge 

storage mechanisms with the sweep voltage, or the state of charge (SOC). The empirical correlation 

between the SOC and b-value can be derived by using the following equations:41-43  

Equation 4-1 

i(V) = avb(V) 

Equation 4-2 

CV-derived Capacity: 𝐶(𝑉) =
1

3.6
∫

𝑖𝑑𝑉

𝑚𝑣

𝑉2

𝑉1
 

Equation 4-3 

SOC(V)  = 
𝐶(𝑉)

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 

 Equation 4-1 describes the b-value variation within the CV voltage range, where i is the 

current response corresponding to a specific voltage (V) and v is the sweep rate. The exponent b is 

a kinetic indicator which represents charge storage mechanisms from slow, diffusion-limited 

processes (b=0.5) to fast, surface-controlled processes (b=1). Equation 4-2 helps determine 

apparent capacity C (mAh) with a CV curve across a certain voltage range, where m is the active 

material loading and V0 and V1 are starting and final potentials, respectively. Equation 4-3 shows 

how we obtained the SOC as a function of cell voltage by normalizing the CV-derived capacity 

over total capacity of the full cell (Ctotal), which was itself derived from Equation 4-2 with the cell 

voltage limits (V0 = Vmin and V1 = Vmax). Since the capacity derived from CV curves can decay 
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drastically due to polarizations at high sweep rates, the C(V) and Ctotal were derived from the CV 

curve of the slowest sweep rate. For example, Ctotal for LMO//Nb2O5 was 41 mAh gtotal
-1 derived 

from the LMO//Nb2O5 CV curve sampled at 1 mV s-1 in Figure 4-3a. The derived Ctotal was 65 

mAh gtotal
-1 for LFP//Nb2O5, 68 mAh gtotal

-1 for LCO//Nb2O5, and 82 mAh gtotal
-1 for NCA//Nb2O5. 

These capacity values are consistent with the highest capacity determined by GCD for each 

chemistry (Figure 4-2). With these equations, dependence of SOC on charge storage mechanisms, 

or b-value-SOC, can now be determined with the CV curves for different chemistries. This can 

also serve as an empirical method for studying kinetics on a full cell, where the cell voltage varies 

rather than referencing a certain voltage or peak-current. 
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Figure 4-3. Full-cell CV curves for (a) LMO//Nb2O5, (b) LFP//Nb2O5, (c) LCO//Nb2O5, and (d) 

NCA/Nb2O5 for b-value analysis. The calculated peak current b-values are shown next to the 

corresponding peaks. The change in b-value with state-of-charge (SOC) during (e) charge and (f) 

discharge highlight the mostly surface-limited kinetics in full-cells where b ≈ 1. 
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Figure 4-3a – d show CV curves for different full cell chemistries used in the analysis. 

Similar to the GCD measurement, the upper cut-off voltage is 3 V for the LMO//Nb2O5 (Figure 4-

3a), LCO//Nb2O5 (Figure 4-3c), and NCA//Nb2O5 (Figure 4-3d) and 2.5 V for the LFP//Nb2O5 

(Figure 4-3b). Regardless of the full cell chemistries, the peak potential difference for the paired 

redox peaks barely increased with the sweep rates. For example, the largest redox peak shifts found 

on the CV curves along the highest sweep rate was only 105 mV for the NCA//Nb2O5 and 160 mV 

for LMO, LFP, and LCO full cells, indicating that minimal polarization occurred with increasing 

sweep rates. The peak b-value for each chemistry was also derived and shown along the curves. 

Interestingly, most peak b-values are higher than 0.9 regardless of charge or discharge process. 

This indicates that the storage mechanism for the cells was governed by fast surface-controlled 

processes. Although it is still unknown why the LFP//Nb2O5 and LCO//Nb2O5 demonstrated the 

unexpectedly high b-values with a diffusion-limited cathode,44,45 the capacitor-like charge storage 

mechanism seems to explain the superior rate performance in Figure 4-2 and perhaps the 

synergistic effect that arises from pairing with an Nb2O5 anode.  

By using the CV curves in Figure 4-3a – d, we derived cell-voltage-SOC correlation with 

Equation 4-2 and Equation 4-3. Similar to the GCD curves, voltage hysteresis has been found 

between the charge and discharge curves. The hysteresis existing at such a slow scan rate has been 

recognized as an indicator of entropy production, which causes efficiency loss for a device in the 

form of heat generation.46-48 It is worthwhile to mention that the hysteresis in the LFP, LCO, and 

NCA full cells has been found to gradually decrease with increasing SOC while minimal hysteresis 

was demonstrated in the LMO full cell regardless of the SOC. The reduced hysteresis indicates 

that the charge/discharge process in the Nb2O5-paired full cells can be highly efficient through 

proper control of their SOC. 
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With the b-values derived from Figure 4-3a –d and the voltage-dependent SOC, we can 

obtain the b-value-SOC correlation for the full-cell charge and discharge stages shown in Figure 

4-3e and Figure 4-3f, respectively. The correlation range from 0% to 10% SOC and 90% to 100% 

SOC were removed due to analysis deviation caused by current hysteresis at upper and lower 

voltage limits, thus only the b-value between 10% and 90% SOC is representative for each 

chemistry. For all full cells, the charging b-value remained below 0.9 between 10% and 30% SOC 

and gradually increased to 1 with minor fluctuation (±0.1) between 30% and 90% SOC. Thus, the 

first 20% SOC (10% to 30%) upon charge was considered to be where slow kinetics persisted and 

unfavorable for fast charging due to the lower b-values. The b-value variation within the kinetically 

limiting range also provides some insights. For example, the b-value dip, which has served as an 

indicator for localized ion starvation,49 was observed in the analysis of LFP//Nb2O5, LCO//Nb2O5, 

and NCA//Nb2O5 full cells. The absence of a b-value dip in the analysis of the LMO full cell 

indicates that its mesoporous nanostructure has prevented localized electrolyte depletion in the 

electrode by effectively shortening the electrode-electrolyte distance. This was also observed in 

the superior galvanostatic rate performance of the LMO//Nb2O5 over the other cell chemistries 

(Figure 4-2).  

In the discharge process, all of the cells retained a b-value above 0.9 between 90% and 

30% SOC, whereas below 30% SOC again the cells demonstrated different discharge kinetics. 

While the LMO//Nb2O5 displayed b ~ 1 throughout the entire voltage range, the LFP//Nb2O5, 

LCO//Nb2O5, and NCA//Nb2O5 displayed b > 1 below 30% SOC. This deviation from b ~ 1 is 

consistent with the inability for fast charging below 30% SOC in the LFP//Nb2O5, LCO//Nb2O5, 

and NCA//Nb2O5. Overall, the b-value-SOC analysis helps to semi-quantify the capacitive SOC of 

the full cells as well as identify the capacity that is capable of fast charging. For example, a cell 
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charged to more than 30% SOC becomes more favorable for rapid charging than a completely 

discharged cell, except for the LMO//Nb2O5 cell chemistry. Although the LMO//Nb2O5 full cell 

has shown the most potential for high power applications, the material-based specific energy is 

lower than 100 Wh kg-1 (Figure 4-2f), making the device less desirable. The NCA//Nb2O5 cell, 

however, with a specific energy over 180 Wh kg-1 and a 60% of the SOC showing fast kinetics, is 

more suitable for high power prototype development.  

Cell Optimization for NCA//Nb2O5 Full Cell 

 Before building a prototype cell, the effect of electrode loading, pairing ratio, and cell 

voltage range was studied to ensure the reliable utilization of the electrode materials. Although a 

cell built with higher mass-loading electrodes is expected to achieve a higher energy density, 

kinetic barriers caused by internal resistance and insufficient electrolyte percolation of a thick 

electrode should not be ignored.50-53 Figure 4-4a shows the rate performance of NCA//Nb2O5 cells 

at various loadings between 4.9 and 13.3 mg cm-2. Increasing the loading from 4.9 mg cm-2 to 13.3 

mg cm-2 gradually deceased the slow-rate (0.5C) capacity from 150 mAh gNCA
-1 to 125 mAh gNCA

-

1, while the high-rate (16C) capacity dropped drastically from 95 mAh gNCA
-1 to 45 mAh gNCA

-1. 

An intermediate loading of 7.5 mg/cm2 seemed to be the optimal loading to retain over 90% of the 

0.5C capacity (130 mAh g-1) at 4C. Figure 4-4b re-plots Figure 4-4a as areal capacity versus 

operating current density. It is noted that regardless of electrode loadings, the capacity dropped 

rapidly with a current density higher than 10 mA cm-2, indicating that the electrolyte mass transport 

has superseded the solid-phase diffusion within the electrode materials as the kinetically limiting 

factor. The current density where the initial areal capacity lost more than 20% was set as our cut-

off current density, which is 5 mA cm-2 for a 13.3 mg (or 1.9 mAh) cm-2 loading, 7 mA cm-2 for 

10.3 mg (or 1.4 mAh) cm-2, and 10 mA cm-2 for 7.5 mg (or 1 mAh) cm-2. The 7.5 mg cm-2 loading 
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was finally selected due to the ability to retain 80% of SOC under the current density of 10 mA 

cm-2, which corresponds to a charging time of ~5 min (4 min 48 sec).  

 To study the effect of the pairing ratio on the NCA//Nb2O5 performance, 60 coin cells with 

average loading of 8.7 mgNCA cm-2 were made and tested using GCD measurements. Figure 4-4c 

shows that the highest capacity was found at the P/N ratio close to 1 resulting in 150 mAh gNCA
-1 

Figure 4-4. (a) Effect of areal loading on rate performance for NCA//Nb2O5 full cells. (b) Dependence 

of current density on areal capacity for the full cell at various loading. (c) Pairing ratio optimization with 

60 coin cells (avg. 8.7 mgNCA cm-2) for higher specific capacity. (d) Effect of cell upper voltage on 

capacity, coulombic efficiency, and cell nominal voltage. 
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at C/10 and 90 mAh gNCA
-1 at 8C. Figure 4-4d shows cell voltage optimization based on capacity, 

coulombic efficiency (C.E.), and nominal voltage. The cells were charged using CCCV protocol 

with a C/3 C-rate and a cut-off current of C/20. The capacity and nominal voltage gradually 

increased when raising the upper voltage limit, however, the C.E. suddenly dropped to 92% at 3V, 

indicating that the cell was overcharged and prone to electrolyte breakdown. Thus, we have 

selected the following parameters for our prototype cell fabrication: 7.5 mg cm-2 as the target 

loading with a pairing ratio close to 1 as well as the cell upper voltage of 2.9 V to ensure a 

reasonable energy density and steady cycling efficiency.  
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Performance Tests for NCA//Nb2O5 Prototype Pouch Cells 
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Figure 4-5. a) A photograph of 1.2 Ah NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cells. SEM images for (b) Nb2O5 anode 

and (c) NCA cathode used in the prototype cells. d) Rate performance for the prototype cell with various 

constant-current-constant-voltage (CCCV) protocols. e) Series resistance (ESR) and charge transfer 

resistance (Rct) derived from impedance study at different cell state of charge (SOC).  
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 Following the evaluation of lab-scale coin-cell devices which demonstrated the fast-

charging capability and relatively stable operating window of a high mass loading NCA//Nb2O5 

full-cell, a practical high-capacity pouch cell was developed. Table 4-1 details the specifications 

Table 4-1. Cell Parameters of 1.2 Ah NCA//Nb2O5 Prototype Cell 

 

Cell Specification 

Dimension (mm) 45 × 90 × 7 

Max. Voltage (V) 2.9 

Min. Voltage (V) 0.5 

Nominal Voltage (V) 2.05 

Capacity (C/10, mAh) 1200 

Energy Density (Wh/L) 87 

 

Nb2O5 Anode 

Active material loading 90% 

Areal weight (mg/cm2) 8.0 

Areal capacity (mAh/cm2) 1.1 

Thickness (μm) 109 

 

NCA Cathode 

Active material loading 89% 

Areal weight (mg/cm2) 7.8 

Areal capacity (mAh/cm2) 1.25 

Thickness (μm) 56 
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for the NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cell (Figure 4-5a). The 1.2 Ah, 28 c.c. pouch cell operates between 

0.5 V and 2.9 V (nominal voltage 2.05 V), leading to a cell energy density of 87 Wh/L. It should 

be noted that the energy density of pouch cells was significantly higher than that of coin cells 

because they were built with a thinner industrial-standard PE separator and a relatively low 

electrolyte-to-electrode weight ratio. Without further calendaring, the areal loading was controlled 

at around 8 mg/cm2 for both electrodes and resulted in electrode thickness of 109-um for Nb2O5-

rGO (Figure 4-5b) and 56-um for NCA (Figure 4-5c), respectively. Figure 4-5d shows charge-

discharge curves for the prototype cell at different C-rates. With the CCCV-charge-CC-discharge 

protocol, the cell capacity was rated 1200 mAh at C/10 (black) and gradually decreased to 1060 

mAh at 1C (orange) and 920 mAh at 4C (purple). Notably, the cell retained the 4C capacity with 

a 6C-CCCV charge protocol (pink), which enables the cell to store 100 mAh per minute up to 800 

mAh.  

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements, shown in Figure 4-5e, 

confirm cell chemical stability at different SOCs. Before each measurement, the cell was charged 

at a 0.1C-rate to the associated SOCs, followed by a voltage hold for 1 hr. The EIS spectra were 

fit with an equivalent circuit model composed of an electronic series resistance of the electrolyte, 

separator, and both electrodes (ESR, real impedance intercept), SEI resistance (RSEI, high-

frequency semicircle), charge transfer resistance (Rct, medium-frequency semicircle), constant 

phase elements (CPE-I & II), and a Warburg element (Wo, low-frequency tails). CPE-I and -II are 

attributed to morphological contributions from the nonplanar porous electrodes and Wo accounts 

for the slow diffusion processes which exists either in the solid-state or the bulk electrolyte. The 

RSEI contribution was found to be negligible (< 1 mΩ), and the ESR and Rct summarized in Figure 

4-5e have shown quite different dependencies on the SOC. The cell ESR remained steady at 50 
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mΩ over the entire SOC, a good indicator for stable cycling without material degradation across 

the designed voltage range, whereas the Rct dropped quickly below the ESR after reaching 20% 

SOC and remained consistently low at 10 mΩ until the end of charge. This indicates that the ESR 

above 20% SOC has become the limiting factor for fast charging and further cell processing is 

required to lower the series resistance, such as electrode calendaring. 

Figure 4-6 shows reliability tests for the NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cell carried out with GCD 

measurements without a voltage hold. Figure 4-6a shows that with this protocol, the cell was still 

capable of storing 950 mAh at 0.5C and retained 700 mAh at 4C and 600 mAh at 6C. Figure 4-6 

further demonstrates that the cell is capable of 4C long-term cycling with voltage cut-offs at 2.9 V 

and 1 V. On the first cycle, the cell demonstrated a capacity of 610 mAh which gradually decreased 

to 540 mAh at 1000th cycle, and 485 mAh after 3000th cycle, showing 80% retention of the fast-

charge capacity with coulombic efficiency close to 100% (99.8%) throughout. After the many fast 

charging cycles, the cell still retained 880 mAh at 0.5C, leading to only 7% permanent capacity 

loss compared with the capacity at the same rate before the high rate cycling. EIS measurements 

were also carried out on the cycled cell. The fact that the EIS spectra before and after 3000 cycles 

were barely changed (ESR: 43 mΩ, Rct: 20 mΩ) further confirms that there was no significant 

damage caused by the high power operation.  

In addition to the long cycle life and high coulombic efficiency, minimal heat generation 

was also observed during the fast charge/discharge operation. The cell temperature variation under 

a 10-min charging protocol in Figure 4-6c further confirms minimal heat generation in the 

prototype. The cell temperature measured on the surface of the pouch was raised to 33 °C when 

the cell was charged up to 800 mAh with 6C-CCCV protocol (cut-off condition: 10-min/800 mAh) 

and cooled down naturally to 27 °C during its discharge with 3C (18 mins). Self-heating of 
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batteries is caused by reversible and irreversible heat generation upon operation. Reversible heat 

generation is observed in the form of a voltage hysteresis, which has been well-known to cause 

energy inefficiency in the form of waste heat and has led to the poor rate performance of existing 
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Figure 4-6. Reliability test for the NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cell. a) Rate performance with 

constant-current charge/discharge protocols. b) Capacity retention and coulombic efficiency 

for 300 cycles with 4C charge/discharge. c) Cell temperature variation with 6C-CCCV 

charge/3C discharge operation between 1 V and 2.9 V.  
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batteries.46,48 Here, such voltage hysteresis was found to be minimal in LMO//Nb2O5 and reduced 

gradually for the other full-cell chemistries with increased SOC (> 30% SOC). Irreversible heat 

generation is defined as Qirr = -I2Ri,
47 where I is the applied charge/discharge current and Ri is the 

internal resistance or the sum of all polarization resistances which highly depends on the battery 

chemistries. Table 4-2 lists cell resistances for commercial cells using different chemistries along 

with their maximum temperature change under fast charging. Although the ESR of our cell is at 

least 50% higher than the others, we have achieved a similar maximum temperature upon fast 

charge. This indicates that the heat generation contributed by polarization resistances in the 

NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cell was minimal. Therefore, with the reduced heat generation, the 

proposed cell could store more energy at high rates and retained good chemical stability during 

the fast-charging cycles. 

Table 4-2. Comparison on different series resistance and maximum cell temperature under fast charge 

protocol for different cells.  

Ref Cell Chemistry Cell Type Format 

Capacity 

(Ah) 

Cell Voltage 

(V) 

ESR 

(mΩ) 

Protocol Tmax (°C) 

53 Graphite//LFP High-Power Cylindrical 1.1 2 - 3.6 18 6C 35 

45,

54 

Graphite//LCO+

NMC 

High-Power Cylindrical 1.1 2.5 - 4.1 28 5C 33 

55 LTO//NMC High-Power Pouch 5 1.5 - 2.8 3 4C 28 

56 Graphite//NCA High-Energy Cylindrical 3 2.5 - 4.2 2 2.2C 53.2 

57 SiC//NMC High-Energy Cylindrical 3.35 2.8 - 4.2 33 C/5 40 

58 Graphite//NMC High-Energy Pouch 3.3 3 - 4.2 15 2C 32 

 Nb2O5//NCA This Work Pouch 1.2 1 - 2.9 50 6C 33 
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4.4 Conclusions 

 Four different full-cell chemistries using a pseudocapacitive Nb2O5 anode and fast-kinetics 

cathodes (LMO, LFP, LCO, and NCA) were developed into 3 V batteries capable of fast 

charge/discharge cycling. The LMO//Nb2O5 and LFP//Nb2O5 full cells have demonstrated 

superior power capability, storing 70 Wh kg-1 over 5000 W kg-1, whereas the LCO//Nb2O5 and 

NCA//Nb2O5 offered a higher specific energy of 100 Wh kg-1 with a comparable power of 

3500 W kg-1. Kinetic studies using b-value-SOC correlation were used to explain the rapid 

performance and suggest a surface-controlled storage contribution arises from paring diffusion 

limited cathodes with Nb2O5. This analysis has revealed that capacitor-like charging prevailed 

in the cells after being sufficiently charged over 30% SOC. The NCA//Nb2O5 chemistry, which 

achieved the highest energy density, was selected for further development of the chemistry 

into a practical prototype pouch cell after the electrode and cell voltage were optimization. The 

1.2 Ah NCA//Nb2O5 prototype cell demonstrated two important fast charging features: (1) 4C 

constant current charge/discharge for over 3000 cycles and (2) maximum cell temperature at 

33 °C with 6C-CCCV protocol. With the demonstration of high-rate stability and minimal joule 

heating, we believe the development of batteries using pseudocapacitive storage offers a 

potential solution to address fundamental thermal concerns of fast charging technologies. 
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5. Chapter 5. Anionic redox of amorphous tungsten and tantalum sulfides   

5.1 Introduction 

Energy storage devices have become a necessity for portable electronics, electric vehicles, 

and the integration of renewable energy technologies and will continue to gain in importance with 

the growing trend toward consumer devices in an interconnected network deemed the ‘internet of 

things’. Within energy storage technology, lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have become the leading 

device for portable electronics. Over the past 50 years of Li-ion battery research, electrode material 

design has focused on the oxidation and reduction of metal cations to store and release charge.1 

Therefore, the amount of lithium that can be stored in an electrode is limited to the number of 

electrons that can be accepted by cations in the material (typically < 1 per transition metal). While 

some work has achieved multielectron redox in cationic redox materials, few have achieved 

substantially greater than 1 electron per metal outside of the families of Wadsley-Roth and bronze-

phase niobium oxides,2–4 reduced MoO3,
5 and organic frameworks with ligands which have low 

gravimetric capacity even with multi-electron processes.6 The anions that make up the rest of the 

electrode material structure are traditionally inactive and do not participate in charge storage. Thus, 

utilizing redox processes of anions can lead to a potentially large increase in Li-ion battery capacity 

and energy density helping to realize next-generation Li-ion battery materials.7,8   

Recently, crystalline Li-ion electrode materials have been investigated for oxygen dimer 

(2O-II/(O2)
n-) and sulfur dimer (2S-II/(S2)

x-) redox activity as a route for breaking the ceiling of 

cation-limited capacity.9–11 Therefore, there is a need to further probe the conditions in which 

anions will participate in lithium ion charge storage. Crystalline oxide materials investigated thus 

far have shown instabilities with lithium insertion, such as cation mixing and irreversible O2 

generation, and are limited in charge-discharge rate capability.7 Sulfide materials are thought to be 
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more promising due to the covalent nature of sulfide bonding, which is important in designing 

stable anion redox behavior.12,13 Another consideration is that of structure. In particular, 

amorphous materials present the opportunity for facile bond stretching and change of metal-ion 

coordination upon breaking of the S-S bonds in the polysulfide chains to reduce S2
x- to 2S-II.14–17 

The disorder of amorphous active materials can offer better access for Li-ion insertion and thus 

the possibility of higher capacities.15 The nature of increased anionic redox participation has also 

been investigated in relation to covalency of the anion, with S-S and Se-Se bonds being easier to 

break and reform than O-O bonds.18 This behavior has been attributed to the smaller 

electronegativity difference between high-electronegativity anions and a given cation.13,19 

Here, we present the Li-ion electrochemistry of amorphous and crystalline WS2 conversion 

electrodes as well as amorphous WSx (x = ~3) and TaSy (y = ~2) insertion electrodes, deemed a-

WSx and a-TaSy, respectively, which demonstrate multielectron redox per transition metal. The 

advantages of amorphous materials for anionic redox processes are highlighted in the comparison 

of crystalline and amorphous WS2 and the comparison of tungsten sulfides with tantalum sulfide 

helps to further elucidate the relationship between anionic redox and covalency. In addition, the 

first pseudocapacitive, high-rate anionic redox material is presented, displaying reversible cycling 

redox at rates up to 60C (~1 min charge/discharge). This work provides an exciting path forward 

for multielectron, high-rate, high-capacity charge storage materials and a potential solution for 

battery materials with a both high energy density and high power density. The electrochemical 

lithiation of a-WSx and a-TaSy demonstrates exciting performance in terms of energy density and 

rate-capability while providing insight into the relationship between structure and electrochemical 

charge storage mechanisms. 
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Materials and Methods 

Materials  

Crystalline WS2 [powder, 2 μm, 99% Sigma Aldrich] and tantalum metal [powder, ~325 

mesh, 99.9% trace metal basis, Sigma Aldrich] were used as transition metal precursors as received 

and were stored in an Ar filled glove box. Sulfur (S8) powder [reagent grade, purified by 

sublimation, ~100 mesh particle size, Sigma Aldrich] was used as a sulfur source and was dried at 

60 ֯C on a Schlenk line before transferring into an Ar filled glove box for storage. Carbon black 

Super P [>99%, Alfa Aesar], polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [Kynar HSV 900] binder, and 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) [powder, Sigma] binder were used in composite electrodes and 

were dried under vacuum at 80 ֯C overnight before loading into the Ar-filled glovebox for use. The 

PVDF was then dissolved in 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) [anhydrous, 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich] 

solvent, pre-dried over 3Å molecular sieves. Lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) [99.8%, 

Oakwood chemicals] salt was used as received. Ethylene carbonate (EC) [anhydrous, 99%, Sigma 

Aldrich] and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) [anhydrous, > 99%, Sigma Aldrich] were dried over 3Å 

molecular sieves for 24h before use. Glass fiber separators [Grace GF/C, Whatman] were dried for 

24h at 120 ֯C in vacuum before use. All materials were prepared and stored in an Ar-filled glove 

box (O2 < 0.2 ppm).  

Synthesis of amorphous sulfides 

Amorphous sulfides were synthesized by chemomechanical synthesis in a planetary ball 

mill [Retsch PM100] in a 50 mL zirconia jar, ⅓-filled with 2mm zirconia milling media. Molar 

ratios of precursors totaling 1.5g were added to the jar in an Ar filled glove box which was sealed 

with a jar clamp to avoid oxidation during milling. Precursors were milled until X-ray amorphous 

at 500 rpm: 80 h for amorphous WS2 40 h for amorphous WS3 and 148 h for amorphous TaS2.  

https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/US/en/product/aldrich/243639?context=product
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Structural characterization 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was acquired of as-synthesized powders and ex-situ composite 

electrodes using a PANalytical X’PertPro diffractometer equipped with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 

Å, 45 kV, 40 mA) in Bragg-Brentano geometry. Ex-situ electrode samples were sealed in Kapton 

to avoid oxidation. Raman spectroscopy was performed on a Renishaw inVia with a 785 nm laser 

at 0.1% laser power, 1200 gr/mm grating averaged over 3 scans with a 30 s acquisition time. All 

air-sensitive Raman samples were performed by sealing samples under a 0.2mm quartz window 

before measurement. Transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM) images and electron diffraction 

patterns were obtained on an FEI Technai G2 T20. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

[Kratos Axis Ultra] was performed to obtain the oxidation state of the transition metal and sulfur 

of the pristine materials as well as to determine the atomic ratio of transition metal to sulfur after 

synthesis. XPS was performed using a monochromatic aluminum X-ray source voltage of 10 kV 

and emission current of 10 mA (160 eV pass energy for survey spectra and 20eV pass energy for 

detailed scans). Peak calibration was performed using the adventitious carbon peak (284.8 eV). 

Analysis was performed in the CasaXPS software. W 4f fittings were done with a Tougaard 

background and LA(1,1,400) peak shape while S 2p fittings were done with a Shirley background 

and LF(1,1,125,180) line shape as described in Ref X.20 For quantification of XPS using peak 

ratios, only the higher eV peak was used in each doublet to avoid peak-overlap.  

Electrochemical testing 

The amorphous sulfide active materials were hand mixed with carbon black Super P and 

PVDF in NMP binder in an 80:10:10 mass ratio. Composite electrodes were cast onto Cu (a-TaSy) 

or carbon coated Al (a-WSx) with a doctor blade, resulting in an active material mass loading of 
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1-3 mg cm-2 and dried at 80 ֯C overnight. All electrodes were made in an Ar-filled glove box. 1M 

LiPF6 EC: DMC 1:1 liquid electrolyte and a glass fiber separator were used in all experiments. 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic (GV) cycling, and electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed on a VMP3 potentiostat/galvanostat [Bio-

Logic] and a Land battery cycler [CT2001A].  EIS measurements were performed at open-circuit 

voltage with a sinusoidal signal in the frequency range from 1 MHz to 10 mHz at an amplitude of 

10 mV. The simulation of the EIS experiments was carried out using ZFit software on EC-Lab 

(Biologic) using an equivalent circuit model of R1 + Q2/R2 + Q3/R3 + Q3 for coin-cell impedance. 

In situ EIS measurements were done by galvanostatic cycling to the desired voltage followed by a 

30-min hold at that voltage to reduce the current to negligible levels before starting the EIS 

measurements. 

C-rate calculations 

 To accurately portray the rate of galvanostatic experiments, C-rates were calculated post-

cycling for each specific current (A g-1). The C-rate was calculated by viewing the voltage-vs-time 

plots and obtaining the time to charge/discharge for the 3rd cycle. The time was then converted to 

a C-rate where 1C = 1 hr.  

X-ray absorption spectroscopy  

Tungsten LIII-edge X-ray absorption spectra were collected at beamline 4-1 at the Stanford 

Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. To prepare 

the samples, cast electrodes (1-2 mg cm2) were cut into strips with dimensions of approximately 

10 mm by 2 mm inside of an Ar-filled glovebox (O2 < 0.1 ppm, H2O < 0.1 ppm). Mylar tape was 

adhered to an aluminum 8-slot sample holder, and the electrode strips were placed in the gaps. The 

other side of the sample holder was also covered in Mylar tape to fully enclose the electrodes. The 
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sample holder was quickly transferred to a He-purged sample chamber. Data were acquired in 

transmission at the W LIII-edge using a using a Si-(220) ϕ = 0 double-crystal monochromator with 

energy steps of 0.35 eV from 10184 eV to 10234 eV. The pre-edge was measured in steps of 10 

eV from 9974 eV to 10174 eV. The EXAFS region was measured from k = 1.64 to k = 13.2 in 

steps of k = 0.05. All spectra are referenced to W foil measured simultaneously at the W LIII-edge 

(10207 eV), which was collected simultaneously, and 3 sweeps were averaged per sample. 

Background normalization, calibration and linear combination fitting were performed using the 

Demeter software, Athena.21 W metal and WS2 were used as standards to obtain the W oxidation 

states. EXAFS were extracted from the normalized absorption spectra by fitting a spline to the 

region between k = 0 and 13 Å-1. EXAFS fittings were done with calculated structures resulting 

from DFT calculations (detailed below). 

Tantalum LIII-edge X-ray absorption spectra were collected at beamline 4-1 at the Stanford 

Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. Sample 

preparation was consistent with the previously stated description. Transmission data were acquired 

at the Ta LIII-edge using a using a Si-(220) ϕ = 0 double-crystal monochromator. All spectra were 

referenced to Ta foil measured simultaneously (9881.1 eV), and 3 sweeps were averaged per 

sample. Background normalization and calibration were performed using Athena. EXAFS were 

extracted from the normalized absorption spectra by fitting a spline to the region between k = 0 

and 13 Å-1. 

Pair distribution function analysis 

Ex-situ electrodes for PDF measurements were prepared as free-standing (current 

collector-free) electrodes in a ratio of 80:10:10 active material: PTFE binder: Super P in an Ar-

filled glove box. The dry powders were hand mixed and pressed in a 13mm die to result in 
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electrodes with ~15-20 mg cm-2 loading. High mass loadings had no effect on the observed 

capacity. The ex-situ measurements were taken on ~100 mg of sample in a glass (neutron PDF) or 

Kapton tape (X-ray PDF) capillary, resulting in an average of 5-6 electrodes per measurement at 

each voltage. Neutron PDF measurements were performed on the Spallation Neutron Source 

(SNS)’s NOMAD beamline at Oak Ridge National lab with a Qmax of 28 Å-1 (a-TaSy) and 30 Å-1 

(a-WSx). X-ray PDF measurements were performed on the National Synchrotron Light Source II’s 

PDF beamline 28-ID-1 The beam wavelength was 0.1664 Å and PDFs were measured a at ~210.3 

mm sample-to-detector distance with Qmax of 22 Å-1. PDF fittings were done on PDFgui software 

22 and were calibrated using a Ni standard.  

DFT calculations  

Calculations were performed with density functional theory 23,24 (DFT) using the Vienna 

ab initio simulation package25 (VASP). The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional26 with D3 

van der Waals correction27 was used. All calculations were performed with a cutoff energy of 400 

eV. The global optimization was done by the stochastic surface walking (SSW) method28,29, which 

is an unbiased potential energy surface exploration method.  

For the global optimization process and Bader charge calculations, first order Methfessel-

Paxton smearing with sigma value of 0.2 eV was used for Li-containing systems and gaussian 

smearing with sigma value of 0.1 eV was used for non-Li-containing systems (W3S10 and Ta4S8 

structures). For projected density of states (pDOS) calculations, the tetrahedron smearing method 

was used.  

For the global optimization process, an automatic k-point mesh generated with Rk=15 Å 

was used for non-Li-containing systems (W3S10 and Ta4S8 structures) and Rk=30 Å was used for 

Li-containing systems. For Bader charge and projected density of states (pDOS) calculations, we 
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further increased Rk to 50 Å. Test calculations were performed on the WS system (both for Li-

containing and non-Li-containing structures) and no spin polarization was found. Therefore, 

calculations of the WS system were performed without spin polarization. Calculations of the TaS 

system were performed with spin polarization. For pDOS calculations, we also performed 

projections based on local orbital basis using the LOBSTER package, and the results were very 

similar to the projections made by VASP software, which is based on Wigner-Seitz radius. 

Therefore, the pDOS results done by VASP projection were shown. The XANES spectroscopy 

Figure 5-1. X-ray diffraction of a) crystalline vs b) amorphous WS2 highlighting the X-ray 

amorphous structure of ball-milled WS2 for 80h at 500 rpm. Transmission electron microscopy of 

c) crystalline and d) amorphous WS2 showing a slight reduction in particle size after ball milling 

and amorphization. The electron-diffraction patterns shown in the insets also highlight the 

amorphous nature of the ball-milled powder without any long-range order, indicated by the diffuse 

diffraction region.  

a 

c d 

b 
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was simulated using the FDMNES software30,31 based on the structures achieved in the global 

optimization. The finite difference method with a cutoff radius of 8 Å was used. 

5.2 Lithiation of amorphous vs crystalline WS2 

In order to observe the effects of amorphization in the layered, 2H-WS2 conversion 

material, the pristine material was ball milled in a planetary mill for 80h at 500 rpm under argon. 

The pristine crystalline and ball-milled WS2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns are shown in Figure 

5-1a-b and highlight the broad, amorphous pattern of the ball-milled material. Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) images displayed a slight reduction in particle size after ball milling: 

~500 nm and ~200 nm agglomerates in the crystalline and amorphous material, respectively 

(Figure 5-1c-d). The amorphization of the ball-milled powder can also be seen in the electron 

diffraction patterns, shown in the insets of the TEM images. The amorphous, ball-milled powder 

Figure 5-2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy detailed scans of crystalline (top) and amorphous 

(bottom) WS2 in the W 4f and S 2p regions highlighting the similar surface oxidation states.  
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displayed a diffuse electron diffraction region while the crystalline phase displayed obvious 

crystallinity in the electron diffraction spots. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) displayed 

similar surface oxidation states of the pristine and amorphous material (Figure 5-2), suggesting 

amorphization did not significantly change the bonding on the surface of the material. Detailed 

scans of the W 4f and S 2p regions indicated W was in the 4+ state and S was the in 2- state in 

both WS2 phases.  

The advantage of Li-insertion into amorphous WS2 over crystalline WS2 was observed 

cyclic voltammetry (CV) vs Li-metal. When cycled in a composite electrode from 3 V to a 

sequentially lower voltage limit of 1, 0.8 and 0.6 V vs Li+/Li at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s-1, the cyclic 

voltammogram of the amorphous material displayed an onset of redox at higher voltages than that 
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of 

Figure 5-3. Cyclic voltammograms 

displaying the voltage window opening of 

amorphous (purple) and crystalline (blue) 

WS2 showing the first cycle from a) 3.0 - 

1.0 V, b) 3.0 – 0.8 V, c) 3.0 – 0.6V and d) 

the second cycle from 3.0 – 0.6V vs 

Li+/Li. The difference in the current 

response highlights the higher lithiation 

voltage of the amorphous structure 

compared with that of the crystalline 

structure.  
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the crystalline material (Figure 5-3). There is near zero current obtained from the crystalline WS2 

material when cycled between 3.0 V and 0.8 V vs. Li+/Li (Figure 5-3a-b) until the obvious 

conversion reaction at ~0.6 V shown in the negative current spike. In the amorphous material 

however, the onset of current upon lithiation begins earlier with a sloping current profile to 0.6 V 

upon lithiation instead of a dramatic current spike as observed in the crystalline material (Figure 

5-3c). In the 2nd cycle to 0.6 V (Figure 5-3d), the amorphous material displayed broader, less well-

defined defined redox peaks compared with those of the crystalline material, which may indicate 

a more gradual conversion reaction and Li-insertion process. In addition, the 2nd cycle of the 

amorphous WS2 cycled to 0.6 V vs Li+/Li offers a specific capacity of ~450 mAh g-1 while that of 

the crystalline material offers only ~300 mAh g-1 within the same voltage range. The ease of Li-

insertion into amorphous WS2 compared with that of crystalline WS2 can also be seen in 

Figure 5-4. Galvanostatic cycling (2nd cycle) of composite electrodes of amorphous and crystalline 

WS2 from 3.0 to 0.9 V vs Li+/Li. The limited voltage cycling highlights the higher degree of lithium 

insertion (1.2 Li+) into the amorphous phase compared with that of the crystalline phase (0.2 Li+). 

c-WS
2
 a-WS

2
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galvanostatic cycling between 3.0 and 0.9 V vs Li+/Li at a C/5-rate (Figure 5-4). In the amorphous 

WS2, 1.2 Li+ (129 mAh g-1) were reversibly inserted into the structure displaying a Coulombic 

efficient of 95%. In the crystalline WS2, 0.2 Li+ (22 mAh g-1) were inserted within the same voltage 

range with a Coulombic efficiency of only 64%, indicating a much less reversible process than the 

amorphous WS2.  

XPS studies of lithiated crystalline and amorphous WS2 also suggest Li-insertion into the 

amorphous material is easier than Li-insertion into crystalline WS2. The ex-situ amorphous WS2 

composite electrode cycled to 1.2 V vs Li+/Li on first lithiation displayed possible anionic redox 

before conversion (Figure 5-5) due to the formation of S2
2- sulfur dimers on the surface and the 

surface W remaining in the W4+ state. Upon further lithiation to 1.2 V vs Li+/Li (1st cycle), the S 

2p region displayed conversion of the surface to Li2S and the W 4f region displays reduction of 

Figure 5-5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of ex-situ composite electrodes of amorphous 

WS2 cycled to 1.2 V and 0.6 V vs Li+/Li upon lithiation.  
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the W to fully reduced W-metal and W3+ with some remaining in the W4+ state. Thus, while the 

amorphous WS2 still undergoes a conversion reaction, there is evidence of a possible Li-insertion 

mechanism before conversion to Li2S and W0. To further probe the lithiation activity of the 

amorphous and crystalline phases, chemical lithiation in n-butyllithium (1.6M in hexane) was 

performed by leaving the powder in the solution for 48h. This enables XPS to obtain the surface 

oxidation states without the interference of a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) formed in 

electrochemical cycling. Chemical lithiation in n-butyllithium is equivalent to electrochemical 

lithiation to ~1V vs Li+/Li,32 which in CV appears to be where the lithiation of the amorphous 

phase has begun but there is still nearly zero current from the crystalline phase (Figure 5-3). After 

48 h in n-butyllithium solution, XPS revealed successful chemical lithiation of the surface of the 

amorphous phase but not of the crystalline phase (Figure 5-6). In the W 4f region, the amorphous 

WS2 powder displayed doublets indicating fully reduced W-metal as well as some surface oxide 

species and unreacted WS2. In the crystalline WS2, however, the W remained in the W4+ state with 

some surface oxide species, probably due to exposure to hexane. Similarly, the S 2p region of the 

amorphous WS2 indicated conversion to Li2S and Li2Sn polysulfides while the crystalline WS2 

remained in the pristine S2- state of WS2. 

The comparison of crystalline and amorphous WS2 during chemical and electrochemical 

lithiation suggests that amorphous materials may offer some advantages over crystalline 

counterparts for Li-ion electrode materials. Here, the amorphous phase presented greater capacity 

within a given voltage range, earlier onset of lithiation, and the possibility of anionic redox 

behavior. Thus, amorphous materials may offer greater possibilities for improvement of Li-ion 

electrode systems compared with crystalline materials and a new field to explore for next-

generation electrodes. 
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Figure 5-6. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) detailed scans of amorphous (top) and crystalline 

(bottom) WS2 in the W 4f and S 2p regions after 48h in excess 1.6M n-butyllithium solution in hexane. 

displaying the lithiation of the amorphous phase but not of the crystalline phase to an electrochemical 

equivalence of ~1.0 V vs Li+/Li.  

5.3 Local structure of amorphous WSx 

Amorphous, sulfur-rich tungsten sulfide a-WSx (x ≈ 3) displayed a lack of long-range order 

after mechanochemical synthesis from crystalline WS2 (c-WS2) and S8 powder precursors. X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) of the as-synthesized a-WSx powder (Fig. Appendix-1a (A-1a)) displayed 

broad, poorly defined peaks, indicating the material is X-ray amorphous without long-range order. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images displayed a-WSx particles that are 50-200 nm 

in size. Furthermore, the electron diffraction pattern (inset of Fig. A-1b) of a-WSx had diffuse, 

poorly defined rings, further supporting the lack of long-range order. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectrum found the W:S ratio to be 1:2.9, slightly lower than added 

amounts during synthesis due to surface oxide species (Fig. A-2a). A detailed scan of the a-WSx 
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W 4f region (Fig. 5-7a) displayed tungsten in the WIV formal oxidation state with one doublet at 

32.2 eV binding energy (B.E.) and a W 5p3/2 peak at ~38 eV, despite being a sulfur-rich tungsten 

sulfide. Thus, redox balance for excess sulfur must be obtained by an incompletely reduced state 

of sulfur through the formation of S-S bonds. This was confirmed by the a-WSx S 2p XPS spectrum 

(Fig. 5-7b) which showed two prominent doublets with the S 2p3/2 peaks at 161.9 and 163.8 eV, 

that we attribute, respectively, to fully reduced, terminal isolated sulfur (ST) and neutral, bridging 

polysulfides including S-S bonds (SB), in a ~75:25 ratio (see Appendix 1 for further information 

on terminology). The Raman spectrum of the a-WSx powder (Fig. A-3) also shows evidence of 

bridging polysulfides, consistent with results for other transition metal sulfides and earlier results 

for amorphous WS3. 
16,33,34  

Synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of the W LIII-edge and neutron pair distribution 

function analysis (nPDF) were performed to better understand the transition metal and sulfur 

oxidation states of the pristine amorphous powders. Through X-ray absorption near-edge structure 

(XANES) analysis, the a-WSx material was confirmed to be in the WIV oxidation state with the 

same W LIII-edge energy as that of c-WS2 (Fig. A-4). nPDF analysis is consistent with the XANES 

results as a peak at 2.08 Å, indicating S-S bonds are present in the a-WSx material (Fig. 5-7c, Fig. 

A-5). The mixture of anion valence states in the pristine a-WSx is unusual compared to most other 

transition metal sulfides which are composed of either purely terminal S in the formal reduced 
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state S-II, such as observed in c-WS2 (Fig. A-6), or purely bridging sulfur species, usually in S2
-II 

dimers, such as in pyrite FeS2.
12  

5.4 Electrochemical lithiation of a-WSx 

The electrochemical properties of a-WSx were investigated using traditional composite 

electrodes with conductive carbon and polymer binder. In a half-cell arrangement vs. Li-metal, 

cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic (GV) cycling measurements displayed multielectron 

Figure 5-7. a-WSx local structure and electrochemical lithiation. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) detailed scans of the a) W 4f and b) S 2p regions of a-WSx, highlighting the complex sulfur anionic 

sates as a mix of bridging sulfur dimers and terminal S-II species. c) Neutron pair distribution function 

analysis of a-WSx powder from 1.5 to 5 Å showing the S-S bonds at 2.08 Å. Galvanostatic cycling of d) 

a-WSx composite electrode from 3.0 to 1.0 V vs Li+/Li at a specific current of 0.95 A g-1 highlighting the 

multielectron redox processes. e) Galvanostatic rate cycling from 0.04 to 2.0 A g-1. See Appendix 1 for 

further experimental details.  
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redox (> 3 Li+ inserted at slow rates) without signatures of conversion and relatively good 

performance at high rates, especially considering anionic redox participation.  

In galvanostatic cycling of a-WSx composite electrodes, the voltage profile displayed 

sloping ‘S-curves’ after the first lithiation (Fig. 5-7d). The ‘S-curves’ are characteristic of anionic 

redox materials where bonds in the polysulfide units are broken and reformed gradually throughout 

the voltage region.7 The amorphous sulfide was able to reversibly accommodate 2.8 Li+ per 

formula unit, corresponding to 261 mAh g-1 at a specific current of 0.95 A g-1. Such a high number 

of lithium inserted per transition metal suggests that sulfur anions are indeed participating in the 

charge storage process. Reversible electrochemical cycling was demonstrated by the overlap of 

the GV curves after the first lithiation during the first four cycles (98% capacity retention, 98% 

Coulombic efficiency) shown in Fig. 5-7d. A combination of CV (Fig. A-7) measurements and 

ex-situ XRD (Fig. A-8a) helped to identify the intercalation region before conversion to W0 and 

Li2S.  

Galvanostatic cycling of a-WSx at different charge/discharge rates show that 30% capacity 

is retained when there is a 100× increase in specific current, from 0.02 to 2.0 A g-1 (Fig. 5-7e). 

While this is a relatively modest level of rate retention at high rate, the significant number of 

lithium inserted at slow rates (at 0.04 A g-1, 312 mAh g-1, or ~3 Li+) results in a capacity of 97 

mAh g-1 at 2.0 A g-1, which is calculated to be a 20C-rate (see Materials and Methods for discussion 

of C-rate calculations). The kinetic behavior was further characterized in CV experiments in which 

the change in peak current with sweep rate was used to distinguish between diffusion limited and 

surface confined processes (Fig. A-9a and Appendix 1 for further information).  

The favorable kinetics for a-WSx lithiation occurred despite the existence of a voltage 

hysteresis. In the 4th cycle for a-WSx (Fig. 5-7d) the voltage hysteresis between lithiation and 
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delithiation at 1 Li+ inserted was 396 mV while the energy efficiency was calculated to be 82%. A 

combination of  ‘voltage window opening’ GV experiments (Fig. A-10), galvanostatic intermittent 

titration technique (GITT) measurements (Fig. A-11), and in-situ electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) (Fig. A-12) demonstrated that there was no substantial change in kinetics or 

overpotential at various states of charge as commonly observed in the lithium kinetics of oxygen 

redox materials.35,36 This highlights the advantage of sulfides for anionic redox over oxides, which 

Figure 5-8. a-WSx oxidation state with simulated LixW3S10 unit cells and W LIII-edge EXAFS 

fittings to predicted structures. a) W oxidation states of ex-situ a-WSx electrodes from the XANES W 

LIII edge as a function of delithiation from linear combination fitting during the 1st delithiation. b) Lowest 

energy structures from DFT global optimization of a W3S10 unit cell and the unit cell with 2, 5, 7, and 9 

lithium inserted (W is red, S is blue, Li is yellow) shown in the c* orientation (of reciprocal space) for 

clarity. See table S2 for simulated structure parameters. Corresponding EXAFS data for ex-situ 

electrodes cycled to c) 3 V (fully delithiated) and d) 1 V (fully lithiated) highlight the excellent 

representation of the local structure from 1.5 to ~4 Å (R-factor lower than 0.008 for all fittings). See 

Table A-3 for EXAFS fitting parameters and Fig. A-18 for EXAFS fittings of the intermediate structures 

Li2W3S10 and Li7W3S10. 
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can exhibit large changes in hysteresis, overpotential, and charge transfer resistance during 

cycling.  

5.5 Electrochemical charge storage mechanisms in a-WSx 

The high number of Li inserted into the amorphous tungsten sulfide raises the tantalizing 

question of the charge storage mechanism responsible for accommodating 3 Li+. XAS on the W 

LIII-edge was performed on ex-situ electrodes cycled to various degrees of lithiation to observe the 

change in transition metal oxidation state upon cycling (Fig. A-13-S14, Table A-1).  

Fig. 5-8a displays the experimental oxidation states of W in a-WSx as a function of lithium 

de-inserted at a specific current of 0.25 A g-1. During delithiation of the a-WSx electrode, there is 

a nonlinear change in W oxidation state as a function of lithium (Table A-1). The significant 

feature to note is that despite the insertion of 3 mol Li+, the fully lithiated electrode (at 1.0 V vs. 

Li+/Li) was found to contain W in nearly the same oxidation state as the fully delithiated electrode 

(at 3.0 V vs. Li+/Li). This unusual transition metal redox behavior is made possible by the 

compensation of charge upon lithium insertion by the breaking and formation of sulfur bonds. XPS 

on ex-situ electrodes demonstrates the evolution of sulfur bonding in the S 2p spectrum (Fig. A-

15) from 93% bridging S-S bonds on the surface at 3.0 V to only 18% at 1.0 V vs Li+/Li. The 

reduction of sulfur in S-S bonds to S-II upon lithiation can also be observed in the ex-situ Raman 

spectroscopy measurements of a-WSx electrodes (Fig. A-16). The bridging S-S bond peak at ~520 

cm-1 is present in the fully delithiated 3.0 V electrode, as in the pristine a-WSx material (Fig. A-

3), while the Raman spectrum of the lithiated electrode at 1.2 V suggests few, if any, S-S bonds 

are present. Taken together, the XAS, XPS, and Raman spectroscopy suggest that anionic redox 

is responsible for the high capacity and lithium insertion capabilities of a-WSx. Such a dynamic 

redox behavior of both the transition metal and sulfur bonds is not unprecedented and was observed 
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with Peierls distorted VS4
 16,17 as well as amorphous Mo3S11.

37 However, the amount of redox-

based charge storage, the cycling stability and electrochemical reversibility after the first cycle 

shown here are far superior to previously studied multi-electron, sulfur redox systems in liquid 

electrolyte.14–17   

 To further understand the charge storage mechanism in amorphous tungsten sulfide, 

computational simulations were performed with first principles global optimization methods to 

determine the lowest energy structure of a W3S10 unit cell (Fig. A-17). The methodology and 

results of these calculations are detailed in the SI.  The structural changes upon lithiation were 

further determined by calculating the structures of LixW3S10 for x = 2, 5, 7, and 9 (Fig. 5-8b, Table 

A-2). The optimized W3S10 cell displayed alternating layers of trigonal prismatic W3S6 and S4 

neutral chains, with lithium incorporated into the (S)n chains upon lithiation.  

The proposed structures were validated by fitting the experimental EXAFS and nPDF data 

to the calculated structures (Fig. 5-8c-d, Fig. A-18-S19, Table A-3). In addition, simulated 

XANES results were compared to experimental results (Fig. A-20a-e). Not only did the fully 

delithiated (3.0 V) and fully lithiated (1.0 V) ex-situ electrodes display excellent fittings to the 

W3S10 and Li9W3S10 local structures, but also the intermediate compositions, delithiated to 2.0 and 

2.3 V, demonstrated excellent agreement with the Li7W3S10 and Li2W3S10 structures, respectively. 

Further details regarding the W3S10 phase as related to the atomic configuration and atom-atom 

correlations are provided in the Appendix 1.  

The lithiated structures demonstrate that sulfur bond breaking in the sulfur chains 

accommodated the majority of the stored lithium. Based on the simulated W3S10 formula unit, a 

simple formal charge analysis suggests that 8 Li+ are accommodated by the neutral S4 chain 

reduction to 4S-II and the W3S6 unit is reduced only by 1 electron to accommodate the final Li+. 
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Accordingly, Bader charge (Fig. A-21) and projected density of states (pDOS) calculations (Fig. 

A-22) were used to confirm the associated electronic distribution (see Appendix 1 for details). 

While there are some differences in the details, the two approaches were in agreement that the first 

8 electrons were accommodated by the neutral S4 chain reduction and the W3S6 layer 

accommodated the 9th electron. This behavior is consistent with the results from the linear 

combination fitting in the XAS experiments. That is, after lithiation, W in the compound has a 

similar electronic structure to that of c-WS2 and possesses a formal oxidation number of slightly 

less than W+IV (Fig. A-14, Fig. A-20). Thus, the simulated structures are consistent with the 

experimental results for a-WSx with anion redox having a central role in achieving the high 

capacity of a-WSx, as S-S bond breaking and formation account for nearly all the observed charge 

storage properties. 

5.6 Local structure of amorphous TaSy 

To further study the anionic redox capabilities of amorphous 5d transition metal sulfides, 

we investigated the structural and electrochemical properties of amorphous tantalum sulfide a-

TaSy (y ≈ 2). After mechanochemical synthesis from Ta metal and S8 precursors, the XRD pattern 

(Fig. A-23a) displayed broad peaks suggesting the lack of long-range order. TEM images (Fig. A-

23b) displayed ~200-300 nm agglomerates with ~50 nm domains and electron diffraction, shown 

in the inset, displayed an entirely diffuse region indicating the absence of long-range order. Pressed 

pellets of a-TaSy powder displayed semiconducting behavior although with a much greater 

electronic conductivity of ~1 S cm-1 as compared to a-WSx (see Appendix 1 and Fig. A-24).  

XPS also played a central role in establishing the chemistry and oxidation state of the a-

TaSy materials. The XPS survey spectrum (Fig. A-2b) resulted in a Ta:S ratio of 1:1.91, slightly 

lower than expected due to surface oxide species as observed in a-WSx. XPS detailed scans of 
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pristine a-TaSy suggest complex cation and anion valence states. In the Ta 4f  region (Fig. 5-9a), 

the two lower B.E. doublets with Ta 4f7/5 peaks at 23.9 and 24.4 eV B.E. were similar to those 

observed in 1T-TaS2 where charge density waves and Peierls distortion create doublet splitting of 

the Ta4+ state.38 Two doublets with the Ta 4f7/5 peaks at higher B.E. can be ascribed to surface 

oxide species, Ta2O5-x at 25.1 eV and Ta2O5 at 27.2 eV, and a Ta 5p3/2 peak at ~35 eV. The sulfur 

S 2p spectrum (Fig. 5-9b) of a-TaSy is similar to that of a-WSx indicating a mix of reduced, 

terminal S-II and neutral, bridging S-S bonds at 161.1 and 163.0 eV B.E. at a ratio of ~58:42, 

respectively. Further evidence of S-S bonds was displayed in the a-TaSy powder nPDF spectrum 

by the S-S bond peak at 2.10 Å (Fig. 5-9c). The main peaks in nPDF spectrum at 2.48 and 3.30 Å 

can be ascribed to Ta-S and Ta-Ta bonds, respectively, and correspond well to crystalline TaS2 

phases and X-ray pair distribution function (xPDF) (Fig. A-25). 39,40 

 

Figure 5-9. a-TaSy local structure and electrochemical lithiation. XPS of the a)  Ta 4f and b) S 2p 

regions of a-TaSy, highlighting the complex sulfur anionic sates as a mix of bridging sulfur dimers and 

terminal S-II species. d) nPDF analysis of a-TaSy powder from 1.5 to 5 Å showing the S-S bonds at 2.08 Å. 
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d) Cyclic voltammetry of a-TaSy composite electrode from 3.0 to 0.6 V vs Li+/Li at 0.1 mV s-1 showing 

the 3rd cycle. e) Galvanostatic cycling of the first 4 cycles of a-TaSy composite electrode at a specific current 

of 0.1 A g-1 and f) galvanostatic-rate cycling demonstrating the high-rate capability of amorphous sulfides 

from 0.02 to 4 A g-1. See Appendix 1 for further experimental details. 

5.7 Electrochemical lithiation and charge storage mechanism of a-TaSy 

a-TaSy not only demonstrates multielectron redox, it also exhibits rapid redox kinetics.  

Whereas materials with the possibility of anionic redox are typically characterized as sluggish and 

kinetically limited,7 the electrochemical signatures in CV and GV measurements are characteristic 

of pseudocapacitive materials where the charge storage mechanism is surface-limited as opposed 

to diffusion-limited as in battery-like materials.41 The GV curves were nearly linear with charge 

added incrementally with voltage, up to 1.3 Li+ per formula unit at a specific current of 0.1 A g-1 

(Fig. 5-9e). The insertion of more than one Li per transition metal suggests the sulfur anions are 

redox active and the overlap of the first four charge/discharge curves after the first cycle with 96% 

Coulombic efficiency demonstrates reversible cycling. In CV measurements, the lack of clearly 

defined peaks and a box-like CV, in contrast with CV cycling of a-WSx, were also characteristic 

of surface-limited redox materials (Fig. 5-9d). The small features superimposed on the box-like 

CV may be due to tantalum redox or electron transfer between the tantalum and sulfur within the 

amorphous material.17  

The fast kinetics of a-TaSy are evident in the GV cycling experiments which reach specific 

capacities of 100 mAh g-1 at specific currents of 2.0 A g-1, corresponding to approximately 30C 

(see Appendix 1). This high-rate capability in amorphous materials has also been observed in 

amorphous VO2 
42, but has not been demonstrated thus far in amorphous transition metal sulfides. 

Further evidence of surface-limited redox behavior of Li insertion in a-TaSy was displayed in the 
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b-value analysis derived from CV measurements (Fig. A-9b). This behavior highlights the 

excellent Li-ion diffusion kinetics of the a-TaSy material despite the lack of long-range order and 

the apparent contribution of anion redox.  

The voltage range of a-TaSy before conversion was found to be larger than that of a-WSx, 

with conversion to Ta0 and Li2S occurring at 0.4 V vs. Li+/Li (Fig. A-26). CV measurements 

indicating that cycling to 0.6 V vs. Li+/Li appeared to avoid conversion were supported by the lack 

of crystalline products in the XRD pattern of an ex-situ electrode cycled to 0.6 V (Fig. A-8). 

Although there was no conversion reaction upon insertion of up to 1.5 Li+, the voltage hysteresis 

in GV cycling (Fig. 5-9e) was analogous to that observed in GV of a-WSx. This hysteresis could 

represent slight structural relaxations or rearrangements within the amorphous structure to 

accommodate S-S bond breaking and formation, as previously reported.11,43 The voltage hysteresis 

during cycling from 3.0 to 0.6 V vs Li+/Li (Fig. 5-9e, 4th cycle) was found to be 442 mV at 1 Li+ 

inserted while the energy efficiency was calculated to be 87%.  

To evaluate the charge storage mechanism of a-TaSy lithiation, ex-situ nPDF, xPDF and 

XPS analyses were performed on composite electrodes (Fig. A-27-28). Due to the negative and 

positive scattering lengths of lithium in neutron and X-ray total scattering, respectively, and the 

expected overlap of the Li-S atom distances upon lithium insertion (~1.9 – 2.3 Å) with the S-S 

bond distance (~2.1 Å), nPDF and xPDF serve as complementary techniques.14,44,45  In nPDF 

analysis of ex-situ electrodes (Fig. A-27a), the a-TaSy electrode lithiated to 0.7 V vs. Li+/Li 

displayed an increase in the negative correlation Li-S peak at 2.0-2.3 Å, while the electrode 

delithiated to 3.0 V vs. Li+/Li displayed an increase in the positive correlation S-S bond peak at 

~2.0 Å.  If Ta redox were solely responsible for charge storage, the S-S bond peak should not re-

emerge upon delithiation. This suggests that S-S bonds are breaking upon lithiation to form Li-S 
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bonds and are reforming upon delithiation to reform S-S bonds. xPDF for the pristine a-TaSy 

material and the ex-situ a-TaSy composite electrodes at various stages of lithiation and delithiation 

(Fig. A-27b) show that a peak at ~2 Å remains constant. This is due to the positive scattering 

length of both S and Li in xPDF and the increase in Li-S upon lithiation and S-S upon delithiation.  

XPS detailed scans in the S 2p region (Fig. A-28) of partially (1.8 V) and fully (3.0 V) delithiated 

a-TaSy also demonstrate an increase in bridging sulfurs and a decrease in terminal sulfurs upon 

delithiation, indicating the formation of S-S bonds. Thus, the combined analysis of xPDF and 

nPDF with XPS suggests that the breaking and formation of S-S bonds during cycling is 

participating in the charge storage process for a-TaSy. The charge storage mechanism of a-TaSy 

contrasts with crystalline counterparts including 1T- and 2H-TaS2 which display ~1 electron redox 

attributed to cation redox.46,47 This behavior is not unexpected as the band structure of crystalline 

TaS2 has been shown to evolve upon lithium uptake47,48 and thus amorphization could readily 

produce band structures that are more favorable to anionic than cationic redox, as has been shown 

in other sulfide systems.14,15   

Computational simulations of the a-TaSy are able to provide additional insights for the 

charge storage mechanism. The global optimization approach found S-S bond formation, 

consistent with the experimental amorphous features, represented in a Ta4S8 unit cell (Fig. 5-10a, 

Table A-4).  The structural changes upon lithiation were further determined by calculating the 

structures of LixTa4S8 where x = 3 and 6. The experimental Ta LIII-edge XAS and nPDF analysis 

data of the materials combined with the simulated XANES, EXAFS, and nPDF results exhibited 

excellent agreement between experimental data and simulated unit cells (Fig. 5-10b-c, Fig. A-29-

33). That is, the Ta4S8 cell displayed a Ta4S6 bilayer and a S-S dimer (bond distance 1.89 Å), that 

does not interact with the Ta cations. The lithiated structures demonstrate the sulfur bond breaking 
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to accommodate the stored lithium and a limited interaction between lithium and the Ta4S6 bilayer, 

which remain relatively unchanged upon lithiation. A formal charge analysis suggests that upon 

lithiation 4 e- are accommodated by the S-S dimer reduction and the Ta4S6 unit is only reduced by 

2 e- to accommodate 2 Li+. This analysis is consistent with Bader charge (Fig. A-33) and pDOS 

calculations (Fig. A-34). Bader charge analysis suggested that the electrons were mainly 

Figure 5-10. Simulated LixTa4S8 unit cells and Ta LIII-edge EXAFS fittings to predicted 

structures. a) Simulated structured of Ta4S8, Li3Ta4S8 and Li6Ta4S8 displaying for Ta4S8 a layered 

structure of alternating Ta4S6 and S2 dimers, lithium being inserted into the S2 layer to form Li3Ta4S8 

and Li6Ta4S8. Structural parameters for predicted structures are shown in Table S3. EXAFS fittings of 

ex-situ electrodes fully lithiated to 0.6 V (b) and fully delithiated to 3.0 V (c) displaying excellent fits 

to the predicted structures. Fitting parameters are shown in Table A-4. 
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accommodated by reduction of the S atoms in the both the S2 dimer and the Ta4S6 layer, and only 

a slight reduction of Ta atoms was involved, (Fig. A-33) while the pDOS results suggested that 

the 5th and 6th electrons reduced the Ta atoms in the Ta4S6 layer (Fig. A-34). Thus, the simulated 

structures are consistent with the experimental results for a-TaSy in that S-S dimer breaking and 

formation contribute significantly to the observed charge storage properties. 

5.8 The advantage of amorphous, 5d sulfide systems for anionic redox 

The role of covalency in anionic redox has been discussed as advantageous to suppressing 

O2 formation in the case of oxides and tuning the redox potential stability in the case of sulfides.7,13 

Recent studies, however, have shown that O2 formation is still present in Li-rich layered oxides 

despite the increased covalency by 4d and 5d metal substitution.49 Thus, it has proven difficult to 

design structurally rigid crystalline oxides with added capacity from anionic redox and good 

cyclability, regardless of the extent of covalent bonding. The more covalent nature of sulfide 

bonding, brought about by a rise in the sulfur anion sp band compared with that of oxides, is more 

likely to trigger hole formation in the top of the sp band, favoring anionic redox chemistries.12,35  

However, tuning the covalency of crystalline sulfides through anion substitution has revealed that 

increasing covalency may also lead to decreased stability.13 Recently reported Li-rich layered 

sulfide Li1.13Ti0.57Fe0.3S2, a mixed anionic, cationic redox material, has shown promising cycle 

stability with a 78% capacity retention over 50 cycles at a C/2 rate.11 However, fewer than 1 Li+ 

per transition metal can be reversibly cycled into the structure indicating the limited participation 

of anionic redox in the charge-storage mechanism. Previously studied 3d and 4d amorphous 

transition metal sulfides, on the other hand, have shown quite high Li+ insertion per transition 

metal (> 3), but with poor cycling stability and limited rate capability (< 20 mA g-1).14,15,37  
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Here, 5d amorphous transition metal sulfides, based on electronegative (W) or weakly 

electropositive (Ta) metals to increase covalency, offer a route toward a combination of high-rate 

(> 20C cycling), multielectron (> 1 Li+) redox processes with improved cyclability. Such excellent 

rate performance suggests an amorphous network can be advantageous for high-rate Li-insertion 

by S-S bond breaking and formation due to the lack of structural rigidity and an open architecture 

for Li+ pathways.42 These results also suggest that short-range order may be sufficient to support 

redox reactions and fast Li-ion diffusion as opposed to long-range channels or planes that are 

typically designed for Li-ion conducting electrodes.41 Thus, the combination of multielectron 

redox and fast kinetics displayed in a-WSx and a-TaSy offers a pathway for designing new 

amorphous materials that enable high capacity for lithium, or other insertion ions, and high power 

in anionic redox systems. 
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Appendix 1. Supplemental information: Anionic redox of amorphous tungsten and tantalum 

sulfides  

 

Supplementary text 

Electronic conductivity  

To measure the electrical conductivity of the as-synthesized powder, electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed on a pellet, dry pressed in 1.3 cm diameter die at 

pressure of 50 bar held for 30s, resulting ~0.1-0.2 cm thick pellets. The electrical conductivity of 

a-WSx was found to be 5.6 x 10-5 S cm-1 at 23 ֯C, displaying semiconducting behavior with an 

increasing electrical conductivity as a function of temperature (Fig. A-24a). While the electrical 

conductivity is lower than that of c-WS2, it is reasonable for Li-ion battery electrode 

materials.(13),(14),(15) The electrical conductivity of a-TaSy was larger than that of a-WSx at 0.94 

S cm-1 in a pressed dry pellet and again shows semiconducting electrical conductivity behavior as 

a function of temperature (Fig. A-24b). 

 

Terminal sulfur vs bridging polysulfides 

Here, the terms terminal sulfur ST and bridging polysulfides SB are used to distinguish between 

reduced sulfur and oxidized sulfur in the disordered structure. A terminal sulfur is a reduced, S2- 

sulfur bonded to a metal cation. A bridging sulfur is an oxidized (S-S)x (0 < x < -2) bond that can 

be bonded to the disordered network, bonded to more (S-S)x bonds to form a sulfur chain, or left 

as an (S-S)x molecule within the disordered material. The two types of sulfur bonding, ST and SB, 

can be distinguished in XPS and Raman measurements as previously reported in 

literature.(16),(17),(18)  
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b-value analysis  

The charge storage kinetics of an electrode material can be characterized as diffusion 

controlled (battery-like) or surface-controlled (capacitor-like). One method in which to 

qualitatively determine this is b-value analysis, described in detail elsewhere.(19) Briefly, the b-

value can be determined from cyclic voltammetry as a function of sweep rate 𝜐 and peak current 

𝑖𝑝 from the equation: 

𝑖𝑝 = 𝑎 × 𝜈𝑏 

where a is a constant and b is a power law exponent. When b ≈ 1, the reaction mechanism is more 

capacitor-like and surface-controlled and when b ≈ 0.5 the reaction mechanism is more battery-

like and diffusion controlled. This analysis is only valid for intercalation or insertion materials (as 

opposed to conversion materials) and thus can be a mix of both diffusion- and surface-controlled 

resulting in b-values between 0.5 and 1.(19)  

 

Electrochemical lithiation of a-WSx 

The first GV cycle displayed a voltage plateau at 2.1 V vs. Li+/Li (also observed in CV 

measurements), with a slight overpotential at a specific current of 0.95 A g-1. This behavior 

suggests an activated structural rearrangement upon initial lithiation, similar to that observed in 

crystalline 3R-WS2 as it transforms to the 2H phase.(20) In CV measurements, a voltage range of 

1.0 – 3.0 V vs. Li+/Li was identified as the intercalation region before conversion to W0 and Li2S 

at 0.8 V vs. Li+/Li.(21) Moreover, XRD measurements on an ex-situ electrode cycled to 1.0 V vs. 

Li+/Li did not show the presence of crystalline conversion products within the 1.0 – 3.0 V vs. 

Li+/Li range. 
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Using ‘window opening’ experiments to characterize GV cycling as a function of the 

voltage window (Fig. A-10), there was no substantial increase in voltage hysteresis at various 

states of charge. This behavior contrasts with reported behaviors of many oxygen redox materials 

including Li-rich NMC and highlights the difference of sulfur redox compared to that of 

oxygen.(22),(23) In Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) experiments (Fig. A-11), 

the a-WSx composite electrode displayed relatively stable overpotentials at ~100 mV as a function 

of lithiation. The voltage difference between charge and discharge at 1 Li+ measured from the open 

circuit potential decreased to 295 mV, indicating a slight improvement at quasi-steady state. 

Despite the observed voltage hysteresis, the in-situ electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

results demonstrate minimal changes in ohmic, interfacial and charge storage resistance as a 

function of voltage (Fig. A-12). This highlights the advantage of sulfides for anionic redox over 

oxides, which exhibit large changes in charge transfer resistance during cycling.(24, 25) 

 

Electrochemical charge storage mechanisms in a-WSx 

For the a-WSx electrode XAS measurements at the WLIII-edge, the oxidation states were 

calculated using linear combination fitting of the XANES spectra of pristine a-WSx powder (W4+) 

and tungsten metal foil (W0) (Fig. A-14, Table A-1). The transition metal to sulfur ratio was set 

to W:S 1:3.3 based on maintaining a charge balance in the fully lithiated and delithiated states. 

Although this is a slightly higher ratio than obtained from XPS (1:2.9), it is not unreasonable 

considering the oxide species detected and the limited surface sensitivity of XPS. 
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Fig. A-1. a) Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) of a-WSx displaying X-ray amorphous diffraction patterns. 

b) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of a-WSx with electron diffraction pattern shown in 

the inset. The disappearance of S8 and c-WS2 XRD peaks indicate the complete reaction of 

precursors in mechanochemical synthesis to form an amorphous metal sulfide. 
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Fig. A-2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectra of a) a-WSx and b) a-TaSy used to 

quantify the surface composition of W:S 1:2.92 and Ta:S 1:1.91. Surface impurity peaks from the ball 

milling vail of ZrO2 and Y2O3 are marked with an asterisk. Surface oxide species from sample transfer for 

XPS measurement resulted in transition metal: sulfur ratios slightly less than added experimentally.  
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Fig. A-3. Raman spectroscopy of a-WSx and c-WS2 powders using a 785 nm laser. The Raman peaks 

characteristic of the LA(M) A1g and E2g modes of c-WS2 were also present in the a-WSx Raman spectrum, 

but more broad and diffuse compared with that of c-WS2. This suggests local disorder in the amorphous 

material introduced by excess sulfur incorporation and amorphization.(26),(27) Due to the air sensitive 

nature of amorphous sulfides, the a-WSx powder was sealed under a quartz window in an Ar-filled glove 

box for measurement. 
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Fig. A-4. XANES spectra showing the normalized 1st derivative of crystalline WS2 and a-WSx indicating 

a-WSx is in the same W4+ oxidation state as c-WS2. 
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Fig. A-5. Neutron pair distribution function measurements of crystalline WS2 and a-WSx.  
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Fig. A-6. Detailed XPS scans of the W 4f and S 2p regions of crystalline WS2 showing W in the 4+ state 

and S in the 2- state. 
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Fig. A-7. Cyclic voltammograms showing the first cycle window opening from 3 V vs Li+/Li to 

progressively lower voltages in a-WSx composite electrode coin-cell setups vs Li-metal at a sweep rate of 

0.1 mV s-1. The first cycle to 1.2 V shows the possible structure rearrangement at 1.8 V, also seen in 

galvanostatic cycling. Further lithiation to 0.8 V displays the conversion reaction to W0 and Li2S upon 

lithiation and the corresponding S8 dissolution peak at 2.4 V vs Li+/Li, commonly observed in literature.(28) 

Thus, a lower voltage limit of 1.0 V vs Li+/Li was chosen for a-WSx cycling.  
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Fig. A-8. X-ray diffraction on ex-situ electrodes cycled at a C/5 rate to the lower voltage limit of 1.0 V vs 

Li+/Li for a-WSx (a) and 0.6 V vs Li+/Li for a-TaSy (b). In both ex-situ electrodes, there were no new 

phases formed or the emergence of Li2S peaks indicating that the conversion reaction to elemental metal 

and Li2S was avoided.  
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Fig. A-9. Cyclic voltammograms of a) a-WSx and b) a-TaSy at scan rates of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 mV 

s-1 with the calculated peak current b-values shown next to the corresponding peak. 
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Fig. A-10. Galvanostatic window opening displaying the voltage hysteresis as a function of voltage window 

opening for a) a-WSx from 3.0 – 1.0 V and b) a-TaSy from 3.0 – 0.6 V vs Li+/Li. The lack of a voltage 

region with significantly greater voltage hysteresis, as observed in some oxygen redox materials(22), 

suggests anionic redox is occurring throughout the voltage window instead of at a defined voltage. 
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Fig. A-11. Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) measurements on a) a-WSx and b) a-TaSy 

composite electrodes, both at a specific current of 0.4 A g-1 (a 0.13-C rate for a-WSx and a 0.28C-rate for 

a-TaSy) applied for 5 min followed by a 4-hour rest. The corresponding overpotential plots calculated from 

c) a-WSx and d) a-TaSy GITT measurement highlight the low polarization overpotential compared with 

other anionic redox electrode materials.(29, 30) Throughout the voltage window, a-TaSy GITT 

measurements indicated that the overpotential was relatively constant at ~50 mV, highlighting the improved 

polarization and kinetics compared with those of a-WSx. 
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Fig. A-12. a) In-situ electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) during the 2nd lithiation of a-WSx 

from 1 MHz to 10 mHz frequency. b) The ohmic resistance Rohmic, electronic resistance Relectronic, and 

charge transfer resistance Rcharge transfer were calculated by fitting the EIS spectra to the circuit model 

shown in (c) consisting of a resistor, two RC elements, and a constant phase element. The circuit 

modeling demonstrates the negligible change in Rohmic and the relatively small change Rcharge transfer 

throughout lithiation compared with oxygen redox, leading to superior kinetic performance.  
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Fig. A-13. W LIII-edge XAS results on a-WSx showing the XANES region of each composite electrode 

during delithiation from 1 to 3 V vs Li+/Li and the pristine a-WSx powder displayed as (a) the white line 

spectrum and as (b) the normalized 2nd derivative. The y = 0 line is shown in black. c) The EXAFS spectra 

for each a-WSx composite electrode during delithiation from 1 to 5 Å displaying the W-S and W-W atom 

distances in the first two peaks, respectively.  
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Fig. A-14. a) Extrapolation of XANES edge energy of ex-situ electrodes from tungsten foil (W0) to 

crystalline WS2 (W4+) based on the 2nd derivative y = 0 crossing shown in Fig. S12b. b-c) Example linear 

combination fittings (LCF) of the fully lithiated 1.0 V electrode (b) and fully delithiated 3.0 V electrode 

(c). The LCF fitting results of oxidation state, done in Athena software, and comparison to extrapolation 

results are shown in Table A-1. 
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Table A-1. W oxidation states from W LIII-edge XAS calculated from extrapolation of 2nd derivative (Fig. 

A-13b, Fig. A-14a) and from linear combination fittings (Fig. A-14 b-c). 

Ex-situ 

electrode 

voltage [V 

vs Li+/Li] 

Number 

of Li 

inserted 

[mol] 

Extrapolation 

Fitting 
Linear Combination Fitting 

W oxidation 

state 

W 

oxidation 

state 

a-WS3 powder 

weight (error) 

W-foil weight 

(error) 
R-Factor 

1.0 3.1 3.8 3.5 0.88 (0.005) 0.12 (0.005) 0.0004 

1.5 2.8 2.8 2.9 0.73 (0.008) 0.27 (0.008) 0.0011 

2.0 2.1 2.6 2.9 0.74 (0.012) 0.26 (0.012) 0.0023 

2.3 0.7 4 3.6 0.91 (0.013) 0.09 (0.013) 0.0030 

3.0 0 4 3.8 0.95 (0.009) 0.05 (0.009) 0.0012 
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Fig. A-15. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy detailed scans of a-WSx ex-situ electrodes in the W 4f and S 

2p regions. Ex situ electrodes were cycled to various degrees: 1.9 V during lithiation (1.9 L), fully lithiated 

to 1.0 V, delithiated to 1.9 V (1.9 D) and fully delithiated to 3.0 V. Although the W 4f region overlaps with 

the F 2s peaks from PVDF binder and LiPF6 electrolyte complicating the XPS fitting, the electrodes can 

still be fit with various doublets indicating the W3+, W4+, and W5+ states. The S 2p regions demonstrate an 

increase in terminal sulfur ST bonds upon lithiation to 1.0 V and an increase in the bridging sulfur SB bonds 

upon delithiation to 3.0 V.  
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 Fig. A-16. Raman spectroscopy on ex-situ a-WSx composite electrodes in the fully delithiated (3.0 V) and 

almost fully lithiated (1.2 V Li) state taken on a 785 nm laser and sealed under quartz windows for air-free 

measurements. An electrode lithiated to 1.2 V instead of 1.0 V vs Li+/Li was measured to avoid large SEI 

effects on the Raman spectrum at lower voltages. The Raman spectra also confirm the lack of crystalline 

Li2S or S8 formation, which would be observed by peaks at 380 and 475, respectively.(31),(32) 
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Fig. A-17. Local minima visited within 0.1 eV energy window with respect to the lowest energy structure, 

agreeing with the amorphous feature. The Steinhardt-type order parameter was used to further distinguish 

the structures visited on the global potential energy surface, shown as the x axis.  
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Fig. A-2. Structural properties of the predicted lowest energy structure of LixW3S10 shown in Fig. 5-8.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

W3S10 Li2W3S10 Li5W3S10 Li7W3S10 Li9W3S10 

Space Group 

P 1 P 1 P 1 P 1 P 1 

Lattice constant (Å) 

a 11.09580 a 11.29460 a 12.36770 a 13.32020 a 13.56770 

b 5.45396 b 5.47000 b 5.40037 b 5.51995 b 8.21728 

c 5.49657 c 5.41745 c 5.40419 c 5.50720 c 3.42316 

Angles (°) 

α 119.6790 α 60.3704 α 62.2846 α 119.8390 α 78.1747 

β 90.7384 β 88.3963 β 94.9738 β 90.6456 β 86.0495 

γ 88.2480 γ 82.2360 γ 90.1740 γ 100.8550 γ 104.8100 

Unit cell volume (Å3) 

V 288.8578 V 287.9730 V 318.0470 V 342.3310 V 358.1590 
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Fig. A-18. Pristine W3S10 powder a) EXAFS and b) neutron PDF (nPDF) fit to the calculated lowest energy 

structure of W3S10. EXAFS fittings were done in Artemis and nPDF fittings were done in PDFgui.(2, 3) It 

is worth mentioning that for the delithiated W3S10 phase, the atomic configuration around W atoms in the 

obtained layer structure fit extremely well to the proposed structure from ~1.5 to 4 Å in the EXAFS 

spectrum of the W LIII-edge (Fig. A-18a and Fig. 5-8c). 
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Fig. A-19. EXAFS fittings of ex-situ electrodes fit to predicted lithiated structures. a) Li2W3S10 predicted 

structure fit to the EXAFS spectrum of an ex-situ electrode delithiated to 2.3V vs Li+/Li. b) Li7W3S10 

predicted structure fit to the EXAFS spectrum of an ex-situ electrode delithiated to 2.0V vs Li+/Li.  
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Table A-3. EXAFS fitting parameters for W3S10. 

 

 Bond N S0
2 σ2 [Å2] e0 [eV] ∆R [Å] Reff [Å] R [Å] 

R-factor 

W3S10 fit to 

pristine a-WSx 

powder fit to 

S3.1 6 0.883 0.00342 6.825 -0.00541 2.4124 2.40699  

W2.1 5 0.883 0.00737 2.17 -0.03038 3.1626 3.13222 
0.0025 

S9.2 4 0.883 0.00348 0.744 -0.10951 3.9918 3.88229  

 Bond N S0
2 σ2 [Å2] e0 [eV] ∆R [Å] Reff [Å] R [Å] 

R-factor 

Li0W3S10 fit to 

3.0 V delithiated 

electrode 

S3.1 6 0.814 0.0036 7.17 -0.00953 2.4124 2.40287 
0.0023 

W2.1 5 0.814 0.00743 2.016 -0.02245 3.1626 3.14015 

S9.2 4 0.814 0.003 1.284 -0.1015 3.9918 3.8903 

 Bond N S0
2 σ2 [Å2] e0 [eV] ∆R [Å] Reff [Å] R [Å] 

R-factor 

Li2W3S10 fit to 

2.3 V on 

delithiation 

electrode   

S2.1 6 0.704 0.00382 8.337 0.00468 2.4088 2.41348 

0.0012 
W3.1 4 0.704 0.00448 -1.519 -0.02513 3.1388 3.11367 

W2.3 2 0.704 0.00129 19.638 0.44409 3.1691 3.61319 

S2.2 3 0.704 0.00538 -2.668 -0.15106 3.9445 3.79344 

S9.2 3 0.704 0.02779 12.587 0.27565 3.9844 4.26005 

 Bond N S0
2 σ2 [Å2] e0 [eV] ∆R [Å] Reff [Å] R [Å] 

R-factor 

Li7W3S10 fit to 

2.0 V on 

delithiation 

electrode  

S9.1 6 0.594 0.00456 7.075 0.0014 2.4163 2.4177  

W2.1 5 0.594 0.01337 -8.803 -0.11131 3.1828 3.07149 
0.0087 

S9.2 6 0.594 0.0141 -1.417 -0.12092 3.9986 3.87768  

 Bond N S0
2 σ2 [Å2] e0 [eV] ∆R [Å] Reff [Å] R [Å] 

R-factor 

Li9W3S10 fit to 

0.6 V lithiated 

electrode  

S1.1 2 0.721 0.0011 4.946 -0.08172 2.3856 2.30388 

0.0058 

S9.1 4 0.721 0.00031 4.934 -0.01541 2.4385 2.42309 

W3.1 3 0.721 0.00468 -2.003 -0.10465 3.2136 3.10895 

W2.2 1 0.721 0.00449 19.796 0.42744 3.2444 3.67184 

W1.1 2 0.721 0.00227 19.451 0.15844 3.4232 3.58164 

S2.2 2 0.721 0.00819 -11.742 -0.45152 4.1472 3.69568 
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Fig. A-20. XANES calculations of simulated structures at various degrees of lithiation compared with 

experimental results from W LIII-edge XAS measurements for LixW3S10 x = 0, 2, 5, 7, and 9.  
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Fig. A-21. Average Bader charge values of W and S atoms in W3S6 layers and S atoms in S4 chains 

calculated for the structures shown in Fig. 5-8b. One should first note that W has a high electronegativity, 

2.36, only 0.22 less than S, so that the electronic structure has an iono-covalent character, with fractional 

charges. Bader charge analysis suggests that the first 8 electrons are accommodated by S and the 9th electron 

led to further reduction of the partially negatively charged S atoms in the W3S6 layer 
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Fig. A-22. Projected density of states (pDOS) on W atoms in the a) nonlithiated W3S10 structure b) the 

intermediate lithiated Li7W3S10, displaying no major change in the W band structure compared with the 

W3S10 delithiated structure and c) the fully lithiated Li9W3S10 structure. Compared with Bader charge 

calculations (Fig. A-21), the two approaches agreed that the first 8 electrons were accommodated by the 

neutral S4 chain reduction and the W3S6 layer accommodated the 9th electron. pDOS results suggest that the 

9th electron reduced the W atoms in the W3S6 layer (c). In any case, the reduction level of the W3S6 unit 

upon the lithiation process is very modest, with only one electron per 3 transition metals, and a fraction of 

this electron goes on the S atoms. 
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Fig. A-23. The a-WSx XRD pattern (a) displays an X-ray amorphous structure and (b) a-WSx TEM imaging 

shows ~200-300 nm particles with an amorphous electron diffraction pattern (shown in the inset). 
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Fig. A-24. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements on pristine a) a-WSx and b) a-

TaSy as a function of temperature. Powders were dry pressed in 1.3 cm diameter die at pressure of 50 bar 

resulting 0.11 and 0.23 cm thick pellets for a-WSx and a-TaSy, respectively. The high frequency arc in (a) 

is due to the experimental setup; only the x-intercept is used for analysis.  
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Fig. A-25. X-ray pair distribution function of a-TaSy powder displaying S-S dimers at 2.08 Å and Ta-S and 

Ta-Ta atoms at distances which correspond to the neutron PDF spectrum (Fig. 5-9c). 
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Fig. A-26. Cyclic voltammetry voltage window opening of a-TaSy composite electrode in a half-cell 

experiment vs Li-metal from 3.0 V to 0.2 V vs Li+/Li, highlighting the conversion to Ta0 and Li2S at 0.4 V 

Li+/Li. Thus, opening the window from 3 V to a lower voltage limit of 0.6 V avoided the conversion 

reaction during lithiation. 
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Fig. A-27. a) Neutron pair distribution function (nPDF) analysis of composite a-TaSy electrodes lithiated 

to 0.7 V vs Li+/Li and delithiated to 3.0 V vs Li+/Li displaying the negative correlation peak of Li-S upon 

lithiation and positive correlation. b) X-ray pair distribution function (xPDF) analysis of pristine and ex-

situ electrodes cycled to various degrees of lithiation and delithiation displaying similar spectra regardless 

of the degree of lithiation due to the positive scattering lengths of both S and Li in xPDF. All electrodes for 

PDF were cycled in 2-electrode Swagelok setups vs Li-metal with 1M LiPF6 EC:DMC 1:1 electrolyte at a 

specific current of 0.25 A g-1 and a mass loading of 15-20 mg cm-2. 
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Fig. A-28. Detailed XPS scans in the S 2p region of ex-situ a-TaSy composite electrodes in the a) fully 

delithiated state at 3.0 V and b) partially delithiated to 1.8 V vs Li+/Li displaying the change in mixed anion 

valence state during cycling. In the fully delithiated electrode (a) the majority of surface sulfur consists of 

oxidized, bridging sulfur bonds while the partially delithiated electrode (b) is mostly terminal in the reduced 

S2- state. 
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Table A-4. Structural properties of the predicted lowest energy structure of LixTa4S8 shown in Fig. 5-10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ta4S8 Li3Ta4S8 Li6Ta4S8 

Space Group 

P 1 P 1 P 1 

Lattice constant (Å) 

a 12.98810 a 13.24810 a 13.47600 

b 5.70561 b 5.64026 b 5.89903 

c 3.25369 c 3.31963 c 3.40660 

Angles (°) 

α 90.2080 α 90.0295 α 89.9983 

β 95.7292 β 90.8680 β 90.0559 

γ 99.2315 γ 89.1052 γ 98.9061 

Unit cell volume (Å3) 

V 236.7557 V 247.9931 V 267.5436 
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Fig. A-29. Neutron PDF fitting of pristine a-TaSy powder to the simulated Ta4S8 structure (Table A-3). 

Fitting was performed in PDFgui software.    
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Fig. A-30. X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Ta LIII-edge displaying a) the white line spectra, b) the 

EXAFS spectra and c) the zero-point crossing of the 2nd derivative of the white line spectra for ex-situ 

electrodes cycled to 3.0 V, 2.0 V and 1.5 V on delithiation (De), 1.5 V on lithiation (L) and 0.6 V. Data 

processing was performed in Athena.  
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Fig. A-31. XANES simulations of LixTa4S8 for x = 0, 3, and 6 compared with the experimental results from 

Ta LIII-edge XAS measurements.  
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Fig. A-32. EXAFS fitting of a-TaSy ex-situ electrode cycled to 1.5 V on lithiation fit to the simulated 

structure of Li3Ta4S8. 
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Fig. A-33. Average Bader charge values of Ta atoms/S atoms in Ta4S6 layers/S atoms in S2 dimers 

calculated for the structures shown in Fig. 5-10a. Ta electronegativity is 1.5, hence lower than that of W, 

but still close enough to that of S to provide significant iono-covalent character. Bader charge analysis 

suggested that the all the electrons were mainly accommodated by reduction of the S atoms in the both the 

S2 dimer and the Ta4S6 layer, and only a slight reduction of Ta atoms was involved 
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Fig. A-34. Projected density of states (pDOS) on Ta atoms in the a) nonlithiated Ta4S8 structure, b) 

intermediate lithiated state Li3Ta4S8, displaying no major change in the Ta band structure compared with 

the Ta4S8 delithiated structure in (a) and c) the fully lithiated Li6Ta4S8 structure. The pDOS results suggested 

that the 5th and 6th electrons reduced the Ta atoms in the Ta4S6 layer. 
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Table A-5. EXAFS fitting parameters for simulated Ta4S8, Ta3Ta4S8, Li6Ta4S8 structures fit to electrodes 

cycled to 3.0V, 1.5 V on lithiation, and 0.6 V, respectively.   

 Bond N S0
2 σ2 [Å2] e0 [eV] ∆R [Å] Reff [Å] R [Å] R-factor 

Ta4S8  

fit to  

3.0 V  

delithiated 

electrode 

S6.1 3 0.502 0.00049 2.766 0.02245 2.4576 2.48005 

0.0066 

S5.1 3 0.502 0.00235 2.126 -0.03411 2.5122 2.47809 

Ta1.1 4 0.502 0.00292 1.172 0.03379 3.2663 3.30009 

Ta3.2 3 0.502 0.00437 8.025 0.18835 3.2976 3.48595 

S2.2 2 0.502 0 -4.401 -0.05087 4.0805 4.02963 

S1.2 3 0.502 0.01175 6.176 0.16429 4.1176 4.28189 

         

 Bond N S0
2 σ2 [Å2] e0 [eV] ∆R [Å] Reff [Å] R [Å] R-factor 

Li3Ta4S8 

fit to  

1.5 V on 

lithiation 

electrode 

S2.1 3 0.701 0.00586 7.116 -0.01599 2.4646 2.44861 

0.0055 

S1.1 3 0.701 0.00142 5.869 -0.00941 2.5081 2.49869 

Ta3.1 2 0.701 0.00227 4.477 0.06424 3.2458 3.31004 

Ta2.1 3 0.701 0.01311 10.097 0.1446 3.2913 3.4359 

Ta1.1 2 0.701 0.01156 3.972 -0.09374 3.3196 3.22586 

S2.3 4 0.701 0.0106 1.331 -0.06039 4.1417 4.08131 

         
 Bond N S0

2 σ2 [Å2] e0 [eV] ∆R [Å] Reff [Å] R [Å] R-factor 

Li6Ta4S8 

fit to  

0.6 V  

lithiated 

electrode 

S2.1 6 0.5 0.0013 3.84 -0.03417 2.5224 2.48823 

0.0129 Ta3.1 6 0.5 0.00478 2.561 -0.08818 3.4063 3.31812 

Ta4.1 1 0.5 0 14.442 0.40989 3.187 3.59689 
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Appendix 2. Plasma enhanced atomic layer deposition of thin film Li1+xMn2−xO4 for 

realization of all solid-state 3D lithium-ion micro batteries. 
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